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Public Input 
Opportunity/ 

Communications 

Date Time Participants Social Media 
Stats 

Additional Notes 

Email to 
KAMPLAN 
distribution list 

May 4, 2015 n/a 540 n/a Update to announce completion and 
release of Phase 1 Public Input 
Report. 
 

Press Release May 4, 2015 n/a n/a n/a Update to announce completion and 
release of Phase 1 Public Input 
Report. 

 

Street Banner, 
Victoria Street 

and Tranquille 
Road 

June 30 - 
July 7 and 

July 14 - 21, 
2015 

n/a n/a n/a Advertising in public spaces to 
encourage ongoing conversations and 

keep project momentum.  

Technical 
Working Group 
Meeting 

July 16, 
2015 

11:00 am 
- 1:30 
pm 

22 n/a Update on the project; discussion of 
infill definition, infill types and growth 
scenarios; received technical input 
from members’ respective 
departments and agencies; and 
fleshed out issues, challenges and 
opportunities to assist in preparing 

draft policies, goals and land use 
scenarios.  
 

Staff Working 
Group Meetings 

July 21, 
2015 

10:00 am 
- 12:00 

pm and 
2:00 – 
4:00 pm 

25 n/a Update on the project; discussion of 
infill definition, infill types and growth 

scenarios; received practical and “on-
the-ground” input from members’ 
respective departments; and fleshed 
out issues, challenges and 
opportunities to assist in preparing 
draft policies, goals and land use 
scenarios.  

 

Street Banner, 
Victoria Street 
and Tranquille 
Road 

July 21 - 28, 
and July 28 
- August 4, 
2015 

n/a n/a n/a Advertising in public spaces to 
encourage ongoing conversations and 
keep project momentum.  

KAMPLAN 

Advisory 
Committee 

Meeting 
 

July 30, 

2015 

3:00 – 

6:00 pm 

14 n/a Members received a project update 

and participated in an activity and 
discussion on a definition for infill.  

  

Street Banner, 
Victoria Street 
and Tranquille 
Road 

 

August 11 – 
18, 2015 

n/a n/a n/a Advertising in public spaces to 
encourage ongoing conversations and 
keep project momentum.  
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Print Article in  
Connector 

newspaper 

September 
2015 issue  

n/a Connector 
readers 

and 
subscribers 

n/a Article by Councillor Singh in 
newspaper for adults 45 and up 

promoting process and speaking to 
future opportunities.  

Email to 
KAMPLAN 
distribution list 

September 
29, 2015 

n/a 548 n/a Update on status of project, work 
completed over the summer, and 
upcoming tasks. 

  

Project 

Homeless 
Connect Event 

October 16, 

2015 

10:00 am 

– 4:00 
pm 

~150 n/a Booth/display at annual event 

focused on connecting homeless and 
low-income individuals and families 
to supports and services. Dialogue 
with participants on public space: 

what it means to them, what spaces 
they use & how they feel in those 
spaces, suggestions on 
improvements, and what they 
do/don't like.   
 

Sagebrush 
Neighbourhood 
Association 
Presentation 
 

October 29, 
2015 

6:30 – 
9:30 pm 

26 n/a Update on process and dialogue on 
issues, concerns and ideas members 
have for their neighbourhood.  

Canadian Home 

Builders 
Association – 
Central Interior 
Meeting 

October 30, 

2015 

11:30 am 

- 1:30 
pm 

12 n/a Update on process, including Phase 1 

results, and dialogue on KAMPLAN-
related issues, concerns, ideas and 
potential impacts for the 
development community.  
 

KAMPLAN 
Advisory 
Committee 
Update Email 
 

January 11, 
2016 

n/a 16 n/a Update and summary of recent 
progress in the process. 
 

KAMPLAN 
Advisory 
Committee 
Meeting 

February 25, 
2016 

3:00 – 
6:00 pm 

12 n/a Update on project timeline, 
discussion of upcoming engagement 
activities, and presentation on what 
makes good OCP policy. 
 

City Council 

Update 

March 8, 

2016 

2:30 – 

2:45 pm 

n/a n/a Council update on status of project 

and upcoming public and stakeholder 
engagement activities. 

Youth 
Engagement - 
Valleyview 
Secondary 
School 

March 14, 
2016 

11:00 am 
– 12:30 
pm 

25 n/a Engagement with students in Grade 
9-12 Leadership Class on 
redevelopment of KAMPLAN logo, 
presentation on community planning 
and OCP contents. 
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Street Banner, 
Victoria Street 

and Tranquille 
Road 
 

March 22 -
29 and 

March 29 -
April 5, 2016 

n/a n/a n/a Advertising in public spaces to 
encourage ongoing conversations and 

keep project momentum.  

Technical 
Working Group 

Meeting 

April 11, 
2016 

1:00 – 
4:30 pm 

8 n/a Update on project and review of draft 
land use scenarios and OCP policies. 

  

Technical 
Working Group 

Meeting 

April 12, 
2016 

1:00 – 
4:30 pm 

9 n/a Update on project and review of draft 
land use scenarios and OCP policies. 

KAMPLAN 
Advisory 

Committee 
Meeting 
 

April 14, 
2016 

3:00 – 
7:00 pm 

14 n/a Update on project and review of draft 
land use scenarios and OCP policies.

  

Youth 
Engagement - 
South Kamloops 

Secondary 
School 

April 20, 
2016 

9:50 – 
11:00 am 

27-30 n/a Engagement with SKSS art students 
on community planning, and a 
visioning session focused on the OCP 

topic areas, with the goal of the 
students creating art inspired by their 
vision for the future of the 
community. 
  

Interior Health -

Healthy Built 
Environment 
Team Meeting  

April 20, 

2016 

2:15 – 

3:30 pm 

5 n/a Discussion on potential for 

collaboration and opportunity to 
review draft land use scenarios and 
policy directions. 
 

Email to 

KAMPLAN 
distribution list 

April 25, 

2016 

n/a 560 n/a Update to reconnect and launch 

Phase 2 of KAMPLAN Review and 
Update process. 

Press Release April 25, 

2016 

n/a n/a n/a Update to reconnect and launch 

Phase 2 of KAMPLAN Review and 
Update process. 

Kamloops & 

District Real 
Estate 

Association 
Meeting 

May 2, 2016 10:00 am 

– 12:00 
pm 

6 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 

use scenarios and draft policy 
directions under 3 topic areas - land 

use, infrastructure, housing.  

Chamber of 
Commerce 
Meeting 

May 4, 2016 8:00 – 
9:30 am  

7 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 
directions under 1 topic area -- 
economic development. 
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Kamloops 
Central 

Business 
Improvement 
Association 
Meeting 
 

May 5, 2016 8:00 – 
9:30 am 

7 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 

directions under 1 topic area - land 
use and development  

North Shore 
Business 
Improvement 
Association 

Meeting 

May 5, 2016 1:30 – 
3:30 pm 

5 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 
directions under 3 topic areas - 
transportation, land use and 

development, and economic 
development.  

Thompson 
Nicola Regional 
District Meeting 

May 17, 
2016 

9:00 – 
11:00 am 

3 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 
directions, with focus mainly on  
consistency with the Regional Growth 
Strategy and specific topic issues. 
  

Urban Systems 
Meeting 

May 18, 
2016 

2:00 – 
3:00 pm 

3 n/a Discussion on opportunities for 
collaboration in public engagement 
between OCP and Transportation 
Master Plan (TMP) process. 
 

Canadian Home 
Builders 

Association – 
Central Interior 
Meeting 

May 18, 
2016 

10:00 am 
– 12:00 

pm 

7 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 

directions under 2 topic areas - land 
use and development and housing.
  

Venture 
Kamloops 
Meeting 

May 19, 
2016 

1:00 – 
2:15 pm 

3 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 
directions under 2 topic areas - land 
use and development and economic 
development. 
  

Email to 
KAMPLAN 
distribution list 

May 19, 
2016 

n/a 570 n/a Update to provide participation 
opportunities for upcoming Phase 2 
engagement activities – OCPizza 
Nights and KAMPLAN Roadshow 
events.  
 

Press Release May 25, 

2016 

n/a n/a n/a Update to provide participation 

opportunities for upcoming Phase 2 
engagement activities – OCPizza 
Nights and KAMPLAN Roadshow 
events.  
 

Sustainability 
Newsletter 

May 26, 
2016 

n/a n/a n/a Information on upcoming Phase 2 
engagement activities. 
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Radio Interview 
(CBC) 

May 26, 
2016 

9:00 – 
9:15 am 

n/a n/a Interview on Phase 2 and OCPizza 
Night sessions. 

OCPizza Night 
Facilitator 

Training 

May 30, 
2016 

5:00 – 
6:30 pm 

13 n/a Presentation and training for 
community group leads to facilitate 

their own discussions with their 
respective community groups during 
the month of June. 
  

Radio Interview 

(CHNL) 

May 31, 

2016 

8:30 – 

8:45 am 

n/a n/a Interview on Phase 2 and OCPizza 

Night sessions. 

OCPizza Night 

Facilitator 
Training 

May 31, 

2016 

5:00 – 

6:30 pm 

9 n/a Presentation and training for 

community group leads to facilitate 
their own discussions with their 
respective community groups during 
the month of June. 
  

Print 

Advertisement - 
Kamloops This 
Week (general) 

May 26, 

June 2, June 
9 and June 
16, 2016 

n/a n/a n/a Advertisements for OCPizza Nights 

and OCPizza Facilitator Training 
Sessions.  Subsequent 
advertisements for Phase 2 
Roadshow events. 
 

Print 

Advertisement – 
Kamloops This 
Week 
(CityPage) 

May 27, 

June 3 and 
June 10 

n/a n/a n/a Advertisements for OCPizza Nights 

and OCPizza Facilitator Training 
Sessions.  Subsequent 
advertisements for Phase 2 
Roadshow events. 
 

OCPizza Night - 
Aberdeen 
Neighbourhood 
Association 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 7 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 

areas.   
 

OCPizza Night - 
Batchelor 

Heights 

Community 
Association 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 

June 27 

n/a 8 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 

land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
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OCPizza Night - 
BC Sustainable 

Energy 
Association 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 11 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   

 

OCPizza Night -  
BC Sustainable 

Energy 
Association 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 8 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 

years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night - 

Downtown 
Neighbourhood 
Association 

Meeting held 

between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 8 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 

community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   

 

OCPizza Night -  
HomeFree 
Housing and 
Supports 
Committee 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 8 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 

years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  

HomeFree 
Policy and 
Governance 
Committee 

Meeting held 

between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 5 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 

community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 

and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   

 

OCPizza Night -  
Kamloops & 
District Real 
Estate 

Association 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 8 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 

population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
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and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   

 

OCPizza Night -  
Kamloops 
Central 
Business 
Improvement 
Association 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 7 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 

areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Kamloops Food 
Policy Council 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 12 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 

population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Kamloops 
Makerspace 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 6 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 

years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 

areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Kamloops 
Naturalist Club 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 9 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 

population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Make Children 

First 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 16 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 

areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
North Shore 
Business 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 

June 27 

n/a 17 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 

land use scenarios to accommodate 
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Improvement 
Association 

population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 

and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Oncore Seniors 

Society/Centre 
for Seniors 
Information/BC 
Interior Council 

on Aging 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 7 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 

and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Sagebrush 
Neighbourhood 
Association 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 12 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 

years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Social Planning 

Council 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 

June 27 

n/a 12 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 

land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  
Urban Systems 

Meeting held 
between 
June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 9 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 
provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 

years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
 

OCPizza Night -  

Urban Systems 

Meeting held 

between 

June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 6 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 

community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   
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OCPizza Night -  
Westsyde 

Community 
Development 
Society 

Meeting held 
between 

June 1 and 
June 27 

n/a 12 n/a Self-facilitated meetings held by 
community groups. Participants 

provided feedback on two potential 
land use scenarios to accommodate 
population growth over the next 20 
years, and discussed policy directions 
and goals under specific OCP topic 
areas.   

 

Roadshow Event 
#1 (Northills 

Mall) 

June 4, 2016 11:00 am 
– 2:00 

pm 

~50-60 n/a Open house format event to discuss 
and obtain feedback from the general 

public on the draft land use 
scenarios, and goals and policy 
directions under the 10 OCP topic 

areas.  
  

TV Interview 
(Midday CFJC 
TV-7) 

June 6, 2016 12:30 – 
1:00 pm 

n/a n/a Live television interview on Phase 2 
public input opportunities. 
  

News Segment, 
CFJC TV-7 

June 6, 2016 n/a n/a n/a News story highlighting KAMPLAN 
Phase 2, with a focus on the 

roadshow event held at Northills Mall. 

Roadshow Event 

#2 (Farmers’ 
Market) 

June 11, 

2016 

8:00 am 

– 12:00 
pm 

~300-400 n/a Open house format event to discuss 

and obtain feedback from the general 
public on the draft land use 

scenarios, and goals and policy 
directions under the 10 OCP topic 
areas.  
  

Tourism 
Kamloops 
Meeting 

June 13, 
2016 

10:00 am 
– 12:00 
pm 

4 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 
directions under 2 topic areas - parks 
rec and open space and land use and 
development.  

Chamber of 
Commerce 
Meeting 

June 14, 
2016 

1:30 – 
2:30 pm 

4 n/a Follow-up to prior meeting - dialogue 
on land use scenarios and draft policy 
directions under 1 topic area - land 
use and development.  

OCPizza Night 
Facilitator 
Training, 
Kamloops 

Makerspace 

June 15, 
2016 

2:30 – 
3:30 pm 

3 n/a Training for community group lead to 
facilitate discussions with community 
group during the month of June. 
 

Roadshow Event 
#3 (Aberdeen 
Mall) 

June 18, 
2016 

11:00 am 
– 2:00 
pm 

~100-150 n/a Open house format event to discuss 
and obtain feedback from the general 
public on the draft land use 
scenarios, and goals and policy 

directions under the 10 OCP topic 
areas.  
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Interior Health 
Authority 

Healthy Built 
Environment 
Team Meeting 

June 20, 
2016 

9:00 – 
11:00 am 

4 n/a Presentation and dialogue on land 
use scenarios and draft policy 

directions under 2 topic areas - 
Community Well-Being and Health 
and Safety. 
 

News Feature, 

Shaw TV 

June 24, 

2016 

n/a n/a  Interviews with City staff at Aberdeen 

Mall Roadshow event, where displays 
were set up seeking direction on 
policy development, and next steps.  
The story also highlights the 

KAMPLAN Art Collaboration with 
South Kamloops Secondary School.  
Through art, students depicted the 

future of our community, and 
identified key issues. 

Radio 
Advertising  
 

May – June, 
2016 

n/a n/a n/a Promotion for Phase 2 public input 
opportunities – 111 ads in total. 
 

Social Media – 
Phase 2 

April – June 
2016 

n/a n/a 10 Facebook 
posts; 7 
Twitter 

tweets 

Facebook: total post reach of 13,998 
(unique views); total impressions of 
24,417 (some saw posts more than 

once); and 440 engaged users. 
 
Twitter: 9,516 impressions and 79 
engaged users. 

 

Aurora Rotary 

Club of 
Kamloops 
Presentation 
 

July 5, 2016 7:00 am n/a n/a Finance Director presentation to 

Aurora Rotary Club on City activities, 
included slides on KAMPLAN.  

Street Banner, 
Victoria Street 

and Tranquille 
Road 

July 5 - 12 
and July 12 

- 19, 2016 

n/a n/a n/a Advertising in public spaces to 
encourage ongoing conversations and 

keep project momentum.  

Email to 
KAMPLAN 
distribution list 

July 7, 2016 n/a 672 n/a Update to wrap up Phase 2, provide 
key engagement stats, and inform on 
next steps. 

 

Industrial 
Businesses 

Meeting 

July 14, 
2016 

9:00 – 
11:00 am  

7 n/a Dialogue on land use scenarios and 
draft policy directions under 2 topic 

area - land use and development and 
economic development. 
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Note: The quotes contained within the following appendices have not been altered in any 

way so as to maintain the integrity of public comments received. As a result, there may be 

some spelling mistakes and grammatical errors in sections containing quotes.  

 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet question: 

“Which Scenario is most likely to succeed in making the Vision and Values a reality?”  

 

Think BIG (Balanced Infill/Greenfield): 

1. “Enhance multi density housing options in area neighbourhoods” 

2. “Already start with duplex -need more- commercial mix” 

3. “Population growth may not be as projected 1-3 %/yr to 2038?” 

4. “Projection could be higher say if Ajax mine goes in or pop relocation from Lower 

Mainland” 

5. “Transportation- skytrain- planning instead of buses” 

6. “Densify more public transport; more effective and efficient” 

7. “School/education bldg retained due to ↑ students with ↑ density” 

8. “Westsyde Rd increase traffic traffic-need rd alternative to access” 

9. “Stronger direction to developers to meet City growth needs” 

10. “Slow or stop sprawl development subdivision” 

11. “Not going far enough to achieve values & visions- or from status quo” 

12. “Concentrate on downtown then build out-wards” 

13. “Diverse affordable housing” 

14. “Change success indicators of City growth from development to happiness-well-being 

indicators” 

15. “All agree with "motherhood" values & visions” 

16. “BIG was the overwhelming favourite “ 

17. “Economic growth in diverse areas” 

18. “Not lose recreational  & farmers land” 

19. “Density” 

20. “Better health outcomes” 

21. “Get out of vehicles” 

22. “More development in core” 

23. “Less sprawl” 

24. “Sustainability” 

25. “Compact” 

26. “Walkability” 

27. “Walkability” 

28. “Walkability” 

29. “Safety” 

30. “Health” 

31. “Vibrancy” 

32. “Vibrancy” 

33. “Bikeability” 

34. “Urban Villages” 

35. “Diversity” 
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36. “In favour of "Think BIG": because Aberdeen & Sahali are more costly & difficult to 

develop, ie. Water table & unstable slopes compared to downtown” 

37. “Comment on all major centres-we want places where people will congregate, be 

able to walk/bike together, need some cultural amenities” 

38. “Maintain green spaces & brownfield only” 

39. “Should realize lower infrastructure costs that can be reassigned to other services & 

amenities” 

40. “With this option, much better possibility of reducing GHG” 

41. “Would support rezoning areas for multi-family housing options- eg. Carriage suites, 

garden suites” 

42. “Remove 6th Ave connector from OCP, rezone land for Scenario #2 [Think "BIG"] 

densification” 

43. “Links best with all community values, esp. optimizing existing infrastructure and 

improving public transportation systems & diversifying housing options” 

44. “SD#73 need to be included in big picture planning and not rely on private vehicles 

to get kids to school” 

45. “To fulfill all values need to have consultation with other organizations such as 

school district 

46. “Current designation of schools creates GHG from parents driving from great 

distances to area of the City- only 2 Fr. Immersion schools” 

47. “Specifically develop Peterson Creek as a greenspace from Columbia to South 

Thompson (plans are already in existence)” 

48. “Bring back "complete" neighbourhoods with amenities-keep travelling to downtown 

to a minimum” 

49. “Be careful in the "densification" that greenspace is not comprimised or taken away 

50. “Densification close to cost-effective downtown; fiscally responsible infrastructure & 

less road maintenance, building heating (snow plowing, sweeping); not loss of green 

space; green infrastructure-passive” 

51. “Supports healthier active transportation & reduces GHG emissions” 

52. “Retains more green space for potential food production” 

53. “Densification more closely aligns with Vision & Values” 

54. “Better transportation; lower cost & more utilization” 

55. “Better supports affordable housing” 

56. “More walking leads to a healthier community” 

57. “Better infrastructure; lower cost (also ↓ policing costs)” 

58. “Promote inclusion & diversity & less isolation” 

59. “Complete neighbourhoods; all amenities required by residents close to them” 

60. “Thing BIG is more in alignment because of densification & whole community ideas” 

61. “Aligns most closely with Vision & Values in: providing vibrant mixed use & mixed 

age neighbourhoods & they can be inclusive; urban village concept promotes safety 

& inclusion” 

62. “Greenfield development will eventually happen anyway.  Greater density will 

provide the opportunity for better amenities” 

63. “Lots of low density dev't in downtown/North Shore” 

64. “Creation of amenities” 
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65. “Uses existing infrastructure” 

66. “Downtown more desireable” 

67. “Less vehicle transportation required” 

68. “Mixing demographics in housing” 

69. “Urban densification” 

70. “Varied transportation” 

71. “Urban "villages" 

72. “More vibrant” 

73. “More compact” 

74. “Efficient use of existing land & facilities” 

75. “Encourages more efficient land use” 

76. “More sustainable” 

77. “More healthy” 

78. “Neighbourhood more vibrant” 

79. “Still a diverse housing choice” 

80. “Sustainable- energy use/cost of infrastructure” 

81. “Healthy- complete neighbourhoods” 

82. “Vibrant- safe, compact” 

83. “Inclusive- variety of housing types” 

84. “Need to more clearly articulate land use scenarios- written with bias toward 

Scenario #2” 

85. “So much potential for Northwest Region (Brock)- but feel these have been left out.  

Both 12%-Need to focus more on this area and develop more” 

86. “Demand for single family units won't stop, so consolidation will be difficult” 

87. “This is focused only on residences-but what about business in the core- have to 

encourage business too” 

88. “Kamloops is so spread out we can- and should- do this while impacting existing 

residents very little” 

89. “Community through proximity” 

90. “Saving greenspaces” 

91. “Reduces need for increased public services which are already in place (& 

infrastructure)” 

92. “Easier to accommodate any amount of future growth (or lack thereof)” 

93. “Uses existing services and infrastructure better” 

94. “↑ densification is more sustainable.  Makes better use of existing infrastructure.  Will 

provide a stronger core, but could be on NS as well as downtown.  Create reasons 

for people to come downtown-eg: market.” 

95. “Less driving; more walkability” 

96. “Accessibility: to work, play, recreation, schools, shops & restaurants” 

97. “Clearly the most sustainable, environmentally friendly” 

98. “Parks, shops, entertainment- then provide effective & efficient transportation to get 

there from all areas, better bus service, bike & walking trails etc.” 

99. “Less vehicle use- better health because of mental/physical well being” 

100. “Good sense of belonging” 
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101. “Neighbourhoods are our playgrounds- only go "home" to sleep/cook food.  

Otherwise out with neighbours (like family)” 

102. “Concern- living close to tail pipes (busy road ways)” 

103. “Concern- scented products” 

104. “Love this scenario but concerned about smoking & neighbours” 

105. “Drawbacks (challenges) environmentally- larger number of vehicles therefore 

more pollution- therefore more solutions to handle problems.  Also: smoke, 

household chemicals” 

106. “Must preserve some green spaces” 

107. “Reduces vehicle traffic” 

108. “Provides different housing options in same neighbourhood as transition through 

life” 

109. “Vibrant because of connectedness (everyone living closer)” 

110. “Promotes accessibility to more facilities” 

111. “Less privacy” 

112. “Less vehicle use- more wealth in community (spending less on gas/cars- more $ 

for other things)” 

113. “Less vehicle use- better for health of community (air quality)” 

114. “Reduces environmental footprint” 

115. “Higher density more economically feasible” 

116. “Way to centralize many more facilities” 

117. “Economic, Environmental: ie ↓ cost of infrastructure, preservation of green space, 

↑ "green" mobility; diverse housing choices; food security; water & energy 

conservation” 

118. “Diverse housing options” 

119. “Transportation connectivity” 

120. “Complete neighbourhoods- includes housing of all types” 

121. “Crime Prevention through Environmental Design” 

122. “Well developed greenspaces” 

123. “Food security” 

124. “Missing - "innovation" from think BIG” 

125. “Appreciate the ideal of complete neighbourhoods with services within short 

distances” 

126. “Topography in Kamloops represents a huge challenge” 

127. “Development department within the City MUST have developers provide space 

(before approval for neighbourhood expansion is given) for: green space that is 

usable by families (not steep hillside etc); pathways from homes to reach the 

greenspace; consideration with regards to school catchments” 

128. “Higher density developments often afford families with more affordable housing 

options but they must also offer play spaces for children, pets and adults within easy 

reach" 

129. “There must be a balance between development and recreation" 

130. “If we expect people to give up their back yard, we must provide attractive 

alternatives at their fingertips” 
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131. “To avoid sprawling outwards, great options must exist that are built for families to 

live and thrive close to amenities, bus routes, green space and parks etc.” 

132. “Safe to walk; bike friendly” 

133. “Walkable between neighbourhoods-linked together; walking to shopping/coffee 

shop” 

134. “All services close and accessible.  Full range of shopping options” 

135. “Well designed green space for family & pets” 

136. “Attention to: greenspace (natural, intentional- fields, sports etc)” 

137. “Meets vision & goal needs” 

138. “Going this way the design must prioritize family friendly useable greenspace.  

Ensure there are family friendly, dog friendly environments.  Be cautious not to 

create high building (density housing) that is cold concrete (ugly).  Must have 

relaxing, friendly space” 

139. “Land use to be more focused on affordable housing” 

140. “We unanimously agree that Scenario 2 [Think BIG] is most likely to succeed in 

making the vision and values a reality” 

141. “As a group we agree Scenario 2 [Think BIG] does the following: promotes food 

security and aligns with Food and Urban Agriculture Plan and Area Agriculture Plan; 

Aligns best with community vision and values; Optimizes existing infrastructure 

rather than buiding new infrastructure, which should be a more cost effective 

direction and is the more environmentally sound option” 

142. “We also think Scenario 2 [Think BIG] supports: Active transportation (walking, 

biking), which promotes healthy lifestyles; Densification, as a common best practice 

in municipal planning, can create more vibrant neighbourhoods that are of benefit to 

all ages; Less sprawl, which protects rural farmland and the natural environment 

(indigenous species, and flora that attract bees and beneficial insects); A variety of 

housing types, which can contribute to affordability.  It is important to note that 

housing affordability and food security are deeply interconnected.  See this report: 

http://cprn.org/documents/50554_EN.pdf” 

143. “Should Land Use Scenario 2 [Think BIG] be accepted into the new OCP and low-

med-high density multi-family developments increase from 59% under status quo to 

74% in the BIG scenario, then some of our members believe such access [to 

community gardens] should not only be considered an amenity in the planning 

process but an essential component in all developments and rezoning applications” 

144. “Youth looking @ different options & scenarios to growth & plan” 

145. “Double income homes-more rental options” 

146. “Environmental- low maintenance/zero scapped, less mowing” 

147. “Aging citizens looking for ease of living- requires better options → bank on equity 

for retired” 

148. “Shift from single family to multi family homes- more people moving to Kamloops 

from larger urban areas (ie: Vancouver)” 

149. “More amenities on North Shore for all residents & visitors of Kamloops” 

150. “Important for a future that can thrive in the face of challenges of climate change & 

pressures on resources” 

151. “To build the core of Kamloops and bring business to the core” 
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152. “It is important to densify in the core so that we can get better use of resources 

like roads/transit/infrastructure” 

153. “More benefit for every area” 

154. “Strong cores with mixed use better support a healthy/vibrant City, as per the 

visions & values” 

155. “Better to meet the current & future needs” 

156. “Keeping the development condensed more is more appealing, in convenience, 

transit growth and housing” 

157. “There is a huge need for shared community space in case of rapid urban 

densification in Kamloops” 

158. “Potential concerns: lack of parking & increased traffic; loss of green space; loss of 

historical buildings; noise pollution; potential crime increase” 

159. “Opportunities: preservation of ALR land; more prominent and vibrant farmers 

market; greater need for Makerspace & other shared community centers; encourage 

walkable communities; possibility of more local business & entrepreneurship” 

160. “City needs to give strong incentives to develop in downtown & North Kamloops 

business center” 

161. “Less red tape.  Don't force high density in outlying areas.  Work better with 

businesses & developers” 

162. “Allow the market (buyers & sellers) to dictate growth” 

163. “City Hall has to work more with businesses” 

164. “Infrastructure” 

165. “Complete neighbourhoods” 

166. “Urban densification” 

167. “Diverse housing options” 

168. “Optimize existing infrastructure” 

169. “Think BIG would allow efficient & cost effective service/infrastructure through 

density” 

170. “Invest in Arts, culture, sports” 

171. “Where is current infrastructure?” 

172. “Support local food and regional” 

173. “Centralize distribution; ie: public market downtown” 

174. “Think BIG would preserve untouched environmentally sensitive areas and allow for 

park development” 

175. “Infill- yes” 

176. “Med-high density- yes” 

177. “Zoning downtown allows for a variety of housing types/densities” 

178. “Inclusive is easier when you have density” 

179. “Think BIG matches the values of density and development downtown, north shore 

towne centre, etc” 

180. “Lower dev costs; higher density; likelyhood; probability” 

181. “Neighbourhoods are easier to be complete with densification.  *Westsyde being 

the example of problematic” 

182. “Look at best practice models.  Vibrant neighbourhoods” 
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183. “Support urban densification; live, work, play in your neighbourhood; complete 

neighbourhood” 

184. “Infill, high density with complete neighbourhoods.  Less costly for services and 

utilities” 

185. “Supports community value of urban densification” 

186. “Urban village” 

187. “Grow the "core" = economy, development, density” 

188. “All support BIG, but… 1. lots of room for densification and infill in outer 

neighbourhoods, such as Brock, Valleyview.  Core should expand to include these 

areas to make them more walkable and ride-able; 2. BIG supports infrastructure & 

sustainability & less reliance on vehicles” 

189. “We need more radical solutions in order to make more liveable and sustainable 

cities.  Boost neighbourhood values, reduce use of automobiles, diminish noise, 

create public meeting spaces, protect nature, enhance walkability, foster innovation, 

be more European in our city centres--that is squares, plazas etc., in particular to 

regard nature as something that exists and should be valued, not just in pockets but 

throughout our city.  This includes, for example, avian and other backyard visitors, 

insects of many kinds, the gopher snake that crosses a residential street and deer 

that visit our neighbourhoods at night.  Of course we need special nature areas, but 

we should adopt a more inclusive/broader view” 

190. “Supports preservation of sensitive areas” 

191. “Infill in BIG should be everywhere, not just core (circle too small!)” 

192. “Right idea, but expand to more of North Shore & Downtown” 

193. “More affordable [with respect to] infrastructure” 

194. “Aligns more closely with values- urban densification” 

195. “Supports transit, active transp. Esp. in valleylands” 

196. “Supports walkable cities” 

197. “↓ car trips, ↓ GHGas emissions” 

198. “High density housing must be accessible to elderly & handicapped due to aging 

population” 

199. “↑ density.  Is there room for animal corridors & contain parks for wild life” 

200. “Does not support between less intense use or single cars” 

201. “Core should include North Shore, Tranquille-Fortune-8th Ave Centre” 

202. “Trend for younger people towards condo living in walkable concentrated areas” 

203. “Need to support all neighbourhoods with amenities including densification build 

up; reduce sprawl” 

204. “Need housing for all demographics in all investment opportunities" 

205. “Need to encourage developers to consider multi-family housing as viable options” 

206. “Think BIG is better: Prevents urban sprawl; we need policies in place to support 

densification; makes complete neighbourhoods” 

207. “Increase in density will require greenspace.  Shouldn't be at the expense of 

existing green spaces” 

208. “Densification is better” 

209. “Urban sprawl creates more traffic and comutes” 

210. “Concetration of services is needed” 
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211. “Contains urban sprawl” 

212. “Centralizes services” 

213. “Reduces need to travel” 

214. “Parking issues with centralized services” 

215. “Pedestrian-oriented; less reliance on cars” 

216. “More centralized location of services but some located in neighbourhood centres” 

217. “Tax costs lower for infrastructure in neighbourhood centre” 

218. “Proven scenarios…eg: Burnaby, Langley, Chilliwack, Abbotsford,etc.” 

219. “Most growth in SW & Core, why not N?” 

220. “Need to ensure proper infrastructure is in place (ie: sidewalks for scooters)” 

221. “Tanker truck traffic should have routes outside residential areas” 

222. “More affordable infrastructure, easier to provide transit to more people, more 

accessible neighbourhoods, allows older neighbourhoods to be revitalized, but I am 

also concerned that so little growth in Brocklehurst which is flat/large lots/services, 

and that southwest still is growing faster than other outlying areas” 

223. “Complete neighbourhoods, densification, transportation options, connectivity, 

optimize infrastructure” 

224. “Higher density makes several areas easier to support” 

225. “Recreation, culture, social networks, less pollution/walking” 

226. “Variety of housing choices” 

227. “Creates compact neighbourhoods” 

228. “Encourages business to core” 

229. “Reduce transp. Costs; focus on the development of a more diverse range of 

services and shopping; shopping centres need to be developed on NS and 

Brocklehurst” 

230. “Safety costs lessened; health costs lessened” 

231. “High density; less use of agricultural land for housing” 

232. “Less reliance on vehicles; better use of transit” 

233. “Need good implementation tools & change the mindset of development community 

to make it happen” 

234. “Infill, but maintain character neighbourhoods” 

235. “Scenario 2 [Think BIG] more closely aligns to Vision.  Better utilization of existing 

infrastructure; must encorage development of new business in core” 

236. “Compact/walkable” 

237. “↑ Dev. Downtown” 

238. “Support neighbourhood centres” 

239. “Enhance City character” 

240. “Complete neighbourhoods” 

241. “Densification” 

242. “Diversity of housing” 

243. “Transportation & connectivity” 

244. “Optimize existing infrastructure” 

245. “Environment; sustainability” 

246. “Inclusiveness” 

247. “Vibrant communities” 
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248. “Invest in arts, culture & rec” 

249. “Greenspace: supports healthy/active lifestyles” 

250. “Inclusive: aging population require smaller housing” 

251. “Airport area dev.” 

252. “Talks about "balance" but doesn't outline this vision well” 

253. “Missing Brocklehurst- huge opportunity there for densification & enhancement!” 

254. “Better, but no discussion on socio-economic topics.  How to promote economic 

growth” 

255. “Better use of greenspace” 

256. “Core increase = value complete neighbourhood; Value optimize existing municipal 

infrastructure” 

257. “Significant economics (ie: land value/considerations) with Scenario #2, eg: single 

family home demand- can that be satisfied through Scenario #2?” 

258. “There is capacity in Northwest sector to ↑ density- why only in core areas? 

Infrastructure already exists” 

259. “What's missing is any sort of info on how this might happen” 

260. “Densification has to be the future for sustainability” 

261. “Concerned with current City process in decisioning making.  Its not always 

consistent or conducive to making decisions in line with Kamplan goals & policies” 

262. “Needs to consider green space and play areas close to higher density housing 

units.  Centralizaing housing in core area reduces long term transportation costs.  

Need to try and organize services so families can walk or cycle rather than drive” 

263. “What happens with the apartment buildings once the demographics shift again?” 

264. “Move focus from Southwest” 

265. “Focusses on the core and creating more density within that core.  This 

improvement will be evident” 

266. “Lack of large apartment buildings; aging demographics want to downsize” 

267. “Infill definition, take focus off of SW; make more livable downtown” 

268. “More efficient and cheaper to maintain from city point of view” 

269. “Because to control the population & give change to more people to come & stay in 

Kamloops” 

270. “Low density, multi-family” 

271. “It gives people choices where they want to live” 

272. “Is this achievable? [RE: 36% growth in Core]  Would take some major shift in 

direction & commitment levels” 

273. “BIG is the best, but not perfect.  Need infill in other communities outside the small 

circumference” 

274. “Working on a smaller & more urban area ('core') better to meet sustainability 

vision & focusing of municipal infrastructure” 

275. “BIG isn't perfect.  There is a lot of room for error, but it is more desirable vs. the 

status quo because the valley has productive earth and topography suitable to non-

car transport but natural spaces must be protected” 
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Status Quo: 

1. “2 people had positive things to say about status quo” 

2. “Vibrancy- diversity of housing choices, inclusivity (rural, cheaper land)” 

3. “Offers more options” 

4. “Arts, sports, culture” 

5. “Safety” 

6. “Scenario 1: Status Quo, best aligns with the Vision and Values for Inclusive & Vibrant 

neighbourhoods.  Balances the development of complete neighbourhoods and 

supporting Urban densification.  Need to find a better balance between Scenario 1 

and 2→ individual neighbourhood densification & CORE densification” 

7. “Fails to positively impact values.  Continued old mentalities” 

8. “Not enough info provided to really understand this.  Bias toward the "BIG" scenario” 

9. “Individual Neighbourhoods "not as inclusive" →All about balance” 

10. “Not enough information on Scenario #1- not really clear what the difference.  Need 

more stats/ etc. What is the demand/supply (eg. s/f housing)” 

11. “Scenario 1 [Status Quo] is definitely downplayed in the information” 

12. “% single homes creating too much urban sprawl--Too much growth in SW takes 

away opportunities for increase City Core development” 

13. “Believe it could make [vision & values] a reality but it would be too slow a process” 

14. “Currently, it's difficult to use the bust stop, which is on a slope where I live.  There 

is no where to sit or be sheltered. Takeaway: This reflects a larger problem of a lack 

of public transit, which limits mobility choices for those living away from the core.  

So, if scenario 2 [Think BIG] is chosen, it is difficult to imagine the transit system 

keeping up to sprawl” 

15. “I cherish my backyard garden, so it's difficult to imagine living in a place where I 

couldn't garden (eg. An apartment building).  Takeaway: Currently, older single 

family homes offer personal gardening space.  So, to be content in a low or medium 

density housing, access to urban agriculture opportunities would be crucial (eg. 

community gardens)” 

16. “Status Quo NOT going to achieve goals.  High for [Think BIG]- not perfect, but 

expresses vision & principles…sustainability” 

17. “Vision and values (transport & municipal infrastructure) won't likely be met with 

focus on growth in Southwest of Kamloops” 

18. “SW sector is sprawling housing despite new density.  Without new services- must 

get below bypass for 99% of services.  Attractive to industry due to location of Hwy 

#1” 

Both land use scenarios: 

1. “Currently both scenarios alighn with the visions/values except in key areas.  Ideally 

any city wants a vibrant downtown core and if economic & food sustainability could 

be achieved that would be ideal” 

2. “Neither A [SQ] or B [Think BIG] aligns with complete neighbourhoods as it ignores 

Brock, Valleyview, Dallas & North Shore” 

3. “Neither supports balanced neighbourhood” 
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Land use scenario not specified:  

1. “Need adequate police force & supporting org's as areas are densified” 

2. “Need to expand boundary of Core.  Why does it not include all of downtown?  

Sidewalks are needed on some key downtown streets (starting with bus routes, eg. 

13th)” 

3. “Densification, transportation & connectivity” 

4. “Don't sacrifice character & heritage in the push to increase density.  Secondary 

suites, garden suites, smaller lots, give density while retaining heritage” 

5. “Re-diverse sustaining support food systems-need collection of compost waste from 

roadside; ie: every 2nd week or monthly” 

6. “Consultation with school district re: school district designations.  The present 

designations bring private vehicles from all parts of the City, including busses” 

7. “Utilise empty spaces now used as parking lots-wise; townhouse dev-see Ponderosa 

Place as model” 

8. “Allow farmgate sales from individual property” 

9. “Balanced neighbourhood: youngest & seniors” 

10. “Consulting with school districts” 

11. “A community to have a school, elementary in their hood” 

12. “Develop land downtown that is currently being used for surface parking” 

13. “Farmgate sales ie: excess garden production sale” 

14. “Greenspace should remain uncompromised” 

15. “Food garden space required in multi-family developments; Peterson Creek park of 

Columbia” 

16. “No major vehicle traffic through 6th Ave” 

17. “I do favour complete compact neighbourhoods provided it is done right, ie. we 

really do become food & labour sustainability in our neighbourhood (southeast) 

without losing any green space, and our amenities really are reasonably accessible 

(ie. walkable).  I would love to see a corner or two return & I hate that I have to 

drive up the hill for certain services not available closer.  That said, there needs to be 

solid community safety (eg. police etc.), in places as we densify” 

18. “Values- "Inclusive" is missing a lot.  Only refers to housing- F.N., LGBT, 

demographics, Socio Ec piece” 

19. “In the planning stage, neighbourhood development must prioritize: connectivity 

between home and school, work, recreation via walkable pathways, bikable 

pathways, etc; continuous sidewalks safe for all to walk from point A to point B 

(there are many neighbourhoods where this is lacking, but would be very difficult to 

remedy at this points) Parents express safety concerns about even short distances to 

school when small children have to cross the street multiple times within only a 

couple of blocks; SAFE pathways that do not cross many streets and intersections or 

highways, well lit pathways to common recreation spots, etc.” 

20. “Accessible green space” 

21. "Won't miss your backyard" 

22. “Safety, lighting, designated pathways” 

23. “Well thought out transportation linking areas” 

24. “Person-friendly green space: children, families, adults, pets” 
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25. “More community gardening space to ensure housing provides space for garden 

(trees, pet area etc)”  

26. “Access to schools close to home” 

27. “Walkability” 

28. “Connectivity, walking, transportation is important” 

29. “Family friendly amenities” 

30. “If more multi-family attached developments occur there needs to be stipulations for 

child & pet friendly green space” 

31. “Purposeful planning of family friendly outdoor space!” 

32. “Provide quality greenspace for families to enjoy” 

33. “Shopping & access to food & restaurants more spread out and in each 

neighbourhood-walking or public transit accessibility →more family friendly” 

34. “Having everything in one area of town (20+ min drive) is not supportive or 

economical or enviro friendly” 

35. “Architectually pleasing/interesting; no high rises” 

36. “Enough green space/parkland; useable for all ages and accessible” 

37. “Plan for the pedestrian & not the car.  Eg. Walkability, connectivity, local amenities 

to walk to” 

38. “Access to schools, walking” 

39. “Plan for the pedestrian not the car” 

40. “Neighbourhood store/coffee/pubs” 

41. “Equitability” 

42. “Densification uses current infrastructure.  Less need for roads & cars. Walkability” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“Not in favour of boundary” Unknown Rating: Goal 1, Compact, 

Walkable Neighbourhoods 

“Development leapfrogs boundaries & then the City 

needs to adjust boundaries” 

Unknown Rating: Goal 1, Compact, 

Walkable Neighbourhoods 

“Yes, incentives” Unknown Rating: Goal 2, 

Downtown City Centre 

“Very concerned. No mention of incentives for 

businesses & developers to locate on the North 

Shore.  To develop the NS core & to make [vision & 

values] a reality more incentives will be necessary” 

Unlikely: Goal 3, North Shore Town 

Centre 

“Extra special planning & restrictions, guidelines will 

be needed to prevent the N. Shore from becoming a 

community of low cost housing complexes” 

Unlikely: Goal 3, North Shore Town 

Centre 

“Requires ↑ policing to make N. Shore safer & more 

attractive & to remove stigma or perception of 

unsafe area of Kamloops” 

Unlikely: Goal 3, North Shore Town 

Centre 

“Concerned neighbourhood populations within minor 

neighbourhoods could not support commercial 

businesses thus not viable business venture” 

Unlikely: Goal 4, Neighbourhood 

Centres 

“Concerned- how would "compatible uses" be 

determined.  Would one sector be allowed a 

disproportionate number” 

Unlikely: Goal 6, Employment 

Areas 

“Concern/not mentioned: friendly neighbour 

regulation (ie: height respect in highrise 

development so as not to block neighbours views)+ 

Likely: Goal 7, Built Form & 

Character 

“I think the policy needs to be more robust and 

address/guide developers to build walkable 

neighbourhoods.  Just drawing boundaries will not 

result in walkable neighbourhood” 

Unknown Rating; Goal 1: Compact, 

Walkable Neighbourhoods 

“Community gardens, chickens & other stuff” Unknown Rating; Goal 7: Built 

Form and Character 

“North Shore Town Center = too long” n/a 

“I was hoping to read that there would be more 

primary densification of the North Shore rather than 

downtown” 

n/a 

“Walkability” General Comment; Goal 1: 

Compact, Walkable 

Neighbourhoods 

“Links to vision & values” General Comment; Goal 2: 

Downtown City Centre 

“Heart of City” General Comment; Goal 2: 

Downtown City Centre 

“Focus is DTK” General Comment; Goal 3: North 

Shore Town Centre 
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“NS needs improvement” General Comment; Goal 3: North 

Shore Town Centre 

“Nodes; tiers off values; inclusive, vibrant” General Comment; Goal 4: 

Neighbourhood Centres 

“Good urban planning, mixed use-Yes!” General Comment; Goal 4: 

Neighbourhood Centres 

“Economic driver” General Comment; Goal 5: 

Thompson Rivers University 

“Major neighbourhood node” General Comment; Goal 5: 

Thompson Rivers University 

“Important to long term planning” General Comment; Goal 6: 

Employment Areas 

“Zoning needs updating” General Comment; Goal 7: Built 

Form and Character 

“Don't over regulate” General Comment; Goal 7: Built 

Form and Character 

“Support local, but what is return on efforts?” General Comment; Goal 8: 

Agricultural Areas 

“Little Ag land to regulate” General Comment; Goal 8: 

Agricultural Areas 

 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “Fit of Development w/ neighbourhood?” 

2. “Connectivity missing.  Eg. Buses (less frequency, longer hours, 2am), sidewalks 

consistency” 

3. “Developers to include solar, sustainability pieces” 

4. “How to include more urban agriculture all through the City, in dense and less dense 

areas” 

5. “Goal 1 [Compact, Walkable Neighbourhoods]- Avoid expansion of 6th” 

6. “Goal 2- [Downtown City Centre] Improve transp & transit hubs (park & ride)” 

7. “Goal 4- [Neighbourhood Centres] Neighbourhood stores” 

8. “Goal 5- [Thompson Rivers University] Re-invigorate Sahali Mall” 

9. “Goal 6- [Employment Areas] No industry in neighbourhoods” 

10. “Goal 8- [Agricultural Areas] Development of Tranquille creates paradox” 

11. “The process by which Council arrives at development, business, industrial decisions.  

Are KAMPLAN goals & policies driving decision making or Councillors allowing vocal 

minority groups to shape decisions” 

12. “Playgrounds for children within Urban multi family complexes should be mandatory.  

Pathways to public parks not enough for busy working parents (should have a close 

playground)” 

13. “Community gardens/green space within Urban development (Each complex)” 

14. “Policy & Goals to make problem areas safer at any given time” 

15. “More primary densification of the North Shore rather than downtown” 
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16. “Recreational land development-river front” 

17. “Making North Hills a destination by redesign- Attracting new tenants” 

18. “More about North Shore, not downtown” 

19. “Incentives for development in DT City Centre.  Redevelopment & development” 

20. “Zoning updates” 

21. “Relax parking quotas on new developments, especially affordable, multi-family 

housing where seniors, those on low-income may not have a car” 

22. “Keeping seniors housing in centre of city helps with transit, accessibility, etc” 

23. “Find out what the Kamloops Indian Band wants (if anything) to direct, participate -- 

wellbeing overall for all” 

24. “There needs to be more communication between TRU and COK regarding the TRU 

Master Plan & ecologically sensitive areas & review of growth  of green space vs 

building space” 

25. “Sidewalks everywhere in Kamloops” 

26. “How many variances are enough?” 

27. “Need descriptions of light vs heavy industrial please” 

28. “City needs to include a plan for achieving zero growth & a self sustaining economy 

with no growth” 

29. “Implementation: correlating bylaws & zoning; education to public about how OCP is 

implemented” 

30. “Tech companies to Kamloops, lower costs, storefronts” 

31. “Goal 1 [Compact, Walkable Neighbourhoods] - Tax incentives & tax rebates on 

developing desired lands” 

32. “Goal 1 [Compact, Walkable Neighbourhoods] - We need more tools- Development 

boundary a good idea” 

33. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - If you improve the appearance of your building, 

get a tax rebate” 

34. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - There's a lot of illegal activity going on downtown 

→ give more funding to agencies like Ask Wellness, counselling, shelters, safe 

injection, Car40, wet shelters, mental health clinic” 

35. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - At street level, little shops & coffee shops open in 

the evening. Banks upstairs” 

36. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - seating for pedestrians, more places like Gaglardi 

Square” 

37. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - sidewalks all need slope (bevel) to get down to 

street level on both ends- for people in wheelchairs, scooters & strollers” 

38. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - Downtown- How to make it more interesting & BE 

there?” 

39. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - Pave over parking areas and make them for 

people, a square” 

40. “Goal 3 [North Shore Town Centre] - Need to clean up the S. Thompson shore area, 

bike path if possible, healthy riparian area” 

41. “Goal 4 [Neighbourhood Centres] - Bike paths & walking pathways linking 

neighbourhood centres” 
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42. “Goal 4 [Neighbourhood Centres] - Buses servicing neighbourhood centres are 

infrequent.  Regular city buses can accommodate only 2 people in strollers & 

scooters.  Any more than 2, get left behind.  Buses need more space for the 

disabled, folding seats” 

43. “Goal 4 [Neighbourhood Centres] - bus service should be at least every 30 minutes” 

44. “Goal 4 [Neighbourhood Centres] - app to inform riders about bus being early or 

late” 

45. “Goal 4 [Neighbourhood Centres] - buses need to be on schedule, reliable” 

46. “Goal 5 [Thompson Rivers University] - housing commercial: use some land 

currently used for parking” 

47. “Goal 5 [Thompson Rivers University] - more bike & cycle transportation.  Good for 

students to live in TRU area, not in housing far away” 

48. “Goal 6 [Employment Areas] – zoning” 

49. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - fewer parking spaces in multi-unit residential if 

good transit” 

50. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - ParkN'Ride, letting people park up the hill at big 

shopping areas” 

51. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - prewire for solar & EV charging” 

52. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - build for passive solar, windows facing south, 

no windows at north” 

53. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - Encourage the use of vibrant public spaces that 

will draw people outside, with other people” 

54. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - build with passive house concepts” 

55. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character] - regulate traffic lights as a wave” 

56. “Goal 7 [Built Form and Character]- reduce the billing threshold for water metering 

down from 45 cubic metres to encourage conservation below that” 

57. “Goal 8 [Agricultural Areas] - We need better air quality monitoring (PM 2.5) to 

ensure home-grown produce is safe” 

58. “Goal 8 [Agricultural Areas] - an agriculture hub with year-round farmers market & 

cold storage” 

59. “Goal 3 [North Shore Town Centre] - Promote all levels of agriculture” 

60. “Goal 2 [Downtown City Centre] - City to consult with School District” 

61. “Goal 4 [Neighbourhood Centres] - Do a Peterson Creek development of sustainable 

neighbourhood” 

62. “Provide funding for coordination of farmers market/community gardens” 

63. “No vehicle traffic through Peterson corridor or increased traffic in Sagebrush 

Neighbourhood” 

64. “Review and ammend where necessary, municipal government process” 

65. “Regulation that addresses specific compliance to include child playground facilities & 

greenspace” 

66. “Increased policing to target potential troubling areas before they become too large 

and unsafe” 

67. “Land Use and Development Topic (#1) should encompass both rural and urban 

agriculture in order to develop a local food system that is robust, sustainable and 

also realizes its potential as a viable economic driver”  
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68. “[Goal 2: Downtown City Centre, policy direction] "…opportunities for redevelopment 

could be explored to maximize vacant or underutilized land and increase density and 

urban agriculture."” 

69. “[Goal 4: Neighbourhood Centres, policy direction] "…An element of commercial, 

along with access to parks, green space, community gardens, and schools, help 

create complete communities."” 

70. “[Goal 6: Employment Areas, policy direction] "…tourism, urban/commercial and 

large/small agriculture operations and light-and…"” 

71. “[Goal 8: Agricultural Areas, policy direction] "protect, promote and enhance local 

urban and area agriculture."” 

72. “Make neighbourhood streets interconnected.  Too hard to walk the North Shore” 

73. “Lrg sections require redevelopment” 

74. “Utilizing ideas for action from Council → Design → Capital projects → Infrastructure” 

75. “Venture projects- Public involved” 

76. “Purchase land” 

77. “More than one developer or consortium” 

78. “Purchase in bulk (based on non-profit model)” 

79. “Tap Rabbit Island” 

80. “Big Box partnership” 

81. “Make the Tranquille Rd more eclectic, like Commercial Drive in Vancouver.  

Encourage business owners to look to alternative business to make Tranquille a fun, 

exciting place” 

82. “A lot of land has been used to make the North mall but its like closed now a days 

because of the Aberdeen mall.  It needs to be redesigned for North Shores future” 

83. “Think more about corridors & commercial areas on the North Shore than a set 

centre” 

84. “Streamline to zoning to construction” 

85. “Starting point, buy land, sell idea, implement plan” 

86. “Recreation land development, ie: Riverfront development” 

87. “The City needs to buy run down lots at low cost or unused land in the NS area 

(Town Centre) and sell to developers after zoning out empty lots” 

88. “Start buying land” 

89. “City to become more active in large scale land purchasing for future development” 

90. “Dialogue between: builders, education, developers (in town/out); Venture 

Kamloops; City staff; KCBIA; other stakeholders; TRU” 

91. “Incentives” 

92. “Barriers to development are slowing development” 

93. “Target marketing demographics DT” 

94. “Lottery, once a year draw for a tax free holiday on one building for one year” 

95. “Different "zones".  DCC's, zoning differences” 

96. “Tax free zones” 

97. “Think out of the box” 

98. “Great shopping opportunities on the North Shore. This mall is a great opportunity & 

should be utilized. Parking is available, but we are forcing people to have to drive to 

their services & go outside of their neighbourhoods” 
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99. “ALR needs to be relooked at to encourage division of plots to allow people to more 

easily purchase and lease land - there are currently barriers to leasing land -- which 

prohibits new farmers from obtaining/starting agriculture” 

100. “Focus on increasing land available for agriculture within city limit” 

101. “Acknowledge the multiple gateways to the City on the NS (not just the airport). 

We can't focus just on the downtown, but need to focus on the North Shore. It's flat 

and accessible. Great for seniors & close to transit. City needs to support North 

Shore and not just build out” 

102. “Rabbit Island should be utilized. Can become something like Granville Island with 

commercial, retail, housing and recreational facilities” 

103. “Stop allowing cash marts on the North Shore - they are predatory” 

104. “Plan needs to ensure that North Shore develops a diverse retail component. NO 

MORE IN SW SECTOR. This is part of smart communities” 

105. “100% start downtown and manage the overflow” 

106. “Ensure the development of neighbourhood communities w/ infrastructure -- not 

just bedroom communities” 

107. “Densify east of 6th Ave downtown, north of Columbia” 

108. “High rises must provide on site parking. Not on my street. Not in front of my 

house” 

109. “Keep neighbourhood facilities in neighbourhoods! Don't centralize everything” 

110. “Walking to school. Urban densification should include an elementary school” 

111. “Locals are more important than tourists -- please remember this” 

112. “Please change the sign of street name to where is more visible to the drivers” 

113. “Good quality design of neighbourhood -- should include an elementary school 

children can walk to” 

114. “Keep D/T Businesses open til 8 or 9pm in summer for tourists i.e.) Rocky 

Mountain” 

115. “Secure bicycle parking. End use facilities” 

116. “Develop 'Urban Agriculture Incentive zone' (google idea) -- it encourages Urban 

Agri entrepreneurship -- tax incentives for vacant landowners to increase leasing” 

117. “I do not think downtown should be the entertainment and cultural hub due to 

having to pay for parking downtown. I try to avoid downtown due to pay parking” 

118. “Re-examine the 'Kamloops Farm Incubator' by engaging in further public 

discussion & partnership with organization that can take it forward” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“Supports stewardship” Not identified; Goal 1: Riverfront Lands 

“Support healthy lifestyle & access” Not identified; Goal 1: Riverfront Lands 

“Building neighbourhood community” Not identified; Goal 1: Riverfront Lands 

“Lack of balance with ecological objectives → 

riparian areas & trails have not been 

compatible.  Mac Park has "grassed" natural 

areas (but Pioneer-Riverside connec. Park, good 

example of riparian regeneration)” 

Not identified; Goal 1: Riverfront Lands 

“Protecting the River from the City and the City 

from river are equally important.  I hope that 

this can be done in a way that continues to 

expand on allowing us to enjoy this special 

resource, also our parks & trails” 

Not identified; Goal 1: Riverfront Lands 

“Can the Jack Gregson trail be made safer for 

walking (which might encourage cleanliness as 

well)” 

Not identified; Goal 1: Riverfront Lands 

“Supports sustainability → safe livability” Not identified; Goal 2: Hazard Lands 

“Link is weak” Not identified; Goal 2: Hazard Lands 

“Not really an Environmental Goal- more safety 

& property” 

Not identified; Goal 2: Hazard Lands 

“Asset/Liability Mgmt” Not identified; Goal 2: Hazard Lands 

“It's a bit of a happy accident that hazard lands 

eg. Silt bluffs, are left untouched, but there 

should be some plan to protect the ecology of 

these areas” 

Not identified; Goal 2: Hazard Lands 

“More knowledge by Planners required in this 

area” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“What happened to the 1990's Plan to 

incorporate ESA's in Brock?” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“Natural Areas Strategies of the 90's 

incorporated into the OCP BUT no evidence of it 

being implemented” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“Mapping/inventories patchy, outdated.  Need 

refreshing for this goal to be achieved.  

*Emphasize connectivity!” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“Precautionary principle--if ecological value of 

site not known, say NO to developer until 

known” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“Spatial/temporal scales must be appropriate to 

species -eg. Migration routes, breeding habitat” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“Super duper as long as there is a plan to 

actively protect/preserve these areas” 

Not identified; Goal 3: Environmentally 

Sensitive Areas 

“Go beyond adaptive 'to proactive' - find stellar 

communities and emulate them” 

Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 

“Transit better for cyclists in hilly terrain” Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 
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“Go beyond City of Kam improvements, 

implement incentives to trigger/cement change 

community-wide” 

Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 

“"CONSIDER" is not a policy word” Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 

“Behavioural changes need more that 

"consideration" to improve transportation” 

Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 

“Economics/jobs always seem to take 

precidence over the environment--we can be 

green & economically vibrant if we become 

progressive minded” 

Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 

“PS…Bike to work week was frustrating for me 

due to a lack of bike racks in the vicinity of 3rd 

& Nicola” 

Not identified; Goal 4: Climate Change 

 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “A small but significant piece that is missing is riparian areas.  Daylighting streams, 

promoting natural vegetation” 

2. “Access (cross-over goal) - natural areas have ecol & recreational value → Care 

needed to keep these compatible” 

3. “Education (kids to seniors) need more info on accessing, protecting, valuing nature in 

City” 

4. “To truly (not token) prioritize environment.  Suggest an environmental goal in each 

topic area →each area influences and is influenced by environment” 

5. “Focus on healthy ecosystems (especially native species) - much broader than ESA's- 

understand function and go further to ENHANCE.  Build in compensation (if 

avoidance impossible) - net positive gain objective Bylaw- developers set land aside 

or contribute to env. enhancement fund” 

6. “GRASSLANDS (in the Environment category) to link to environmental stewardship 

and sustainability” 

7. “Balance of land use for agriculture & preservation of shoreline” 

8. “Need to be a balance and infill is an ideal form of development. The farther we build 

out on the fringe, the wildlife are impacted and the whole ecosystem is affected. 

Need to be respectful and balance environment vs development” 

9. “Find jobs for the pulp mill workers & shut it down or completely reduce emissions 

10. “What is KAMPLAN definition of "SUSTAINABILITY."  Aim for achieving global goal of 

sustainable environmental footprint for human & biological life” 

11. “Improve Road pavement & more sidewalks in Brock” 

12. “Establish River Boardwalk with restaurants, bars, etc. -- a gathering place!” 

13. “The Environment topic (#2) should include specific policy directions: Protect & care 

for all our urban lands in an ecologically sound manner; Support horticultural 

practices that promote healthy and diverse ecological systems and enhance natural 

habitat for pollinators and beneficial insects; Recommend limiting impermeable 
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surfaces (leads to a flooding risk); Green our city by recommending environmentally 

effective plantings of flowering trees, shrubs and forbs” 

14. “Actions that the City might take: Recognize it's inherent bias to be cautious and 

copy cat.  Seriously look for innovations and learn from what is being tried - on the 

cutting edge - in even far flung cities around the world.  Look to innovative cities - 

like Edmonton - in their approach to co-existing with/preserving nature and in 

environmental initiatives/responses” 

15. “Value nature as an integral part of human & community health” 

16. “Recognize importance of connected areas across neighbourhoods, and between 

parks.  Identify & develop strategies for protecting wildlife movement corridors” 

17. “Give official recognition to the concept that exposure to nature is a part of a 

HEALTHY COMMUNITY.  Work with schools & educate need for natural places” 

18. “Do not relegate environment to 1 of 12 topics.  It should be part of a TOP level 

plan” 

19. “Value nature as an asset to attract investment & newcomers & to attract tourism” 

20. “OCP needs to be reformatted so that environment is integral to each topic area-

fresh model.  Status quo not sustainable” 

21. “We all play a part” 

22. “Planner deserve suport for genuinely striving for structural/philosophical change 

(change is hard!)” 

23. “Like mine tour, send Planners & Councillor/Mayor to 3 or 4 leading communities--

how are they achieving their GHG ↓ and other targets?  Tangible, practical learning! 

It's possible!” 

24. “Draw on local experts--Kamloops Naturalist Club willing to build supportive 

relationship- we can help with rationale on decisions, as can TRU” 

25. “Partner with BC Parks, KNC on fun education. Eg. Events like Rivers Day- enriched 

experience” 

26. “The definition of sustainability needs to be more clearly defined and consistent in 

every area/topic of planning and each are of planning should evaluate its ecological 

footprint” 

27. “Challenge Model of Sustainability given in "Conversation Starter Sustainability" 

handout which should be consistent in every area/topic of planning for a steady state 

sustainable economic community.  Rather than the faulty three pillars or three 

interlocking circle models of sustainable community, I/we suggest the three Nested 

systems of sustainability: the economy wholly contained by society, which is wholly 

contained by the biophysical environment as illustrated below” 

28. “Goal 5: Identify and protect the unique grassland habitats within Kamloops. 

Rationale: Waterways are important but grasslands are what makes Kamloops 

unique - just ask our cattle ranchers, foresters, biologists, hikers, birdwatchers and 

photographers.  Grasslands provide social and economic benefit so are an important 

community asset. Abundant recreational and tourism opportunities exist in North 

America for the millions of visitors who spend countless hours each year in the 

tranquility and open spaces of grasslands.  Grasslands have an enormous capacity to 

store atmospheric carbon and mitigate the negative impacts of greenhouse gasses. 
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The low, medium and high elevation levels of grasslands existing in Kamloops are 

unique and support a wide diversity of fauna and flora.  Awareness of the value of 

grasslands is not just about not developing in a sensitive area, and deserves its own 

Goal to highlight its uniqueness" 

29. “Policy Direction: The City will create a plan to educate all city residents on the 

uniqueness and value of our grasslands and create a long-term plan on the 

maintenance, protection and use of this valued ecosystem” 

30. “Partner with KNC, GCC, TRU and BC Parks to increase awareness of this special 

ecosystem and develop an appreciation of its value and significance to the city and 

province.  It is time for the City of Kamloops to recognize the many documents 

submitted to the city over the years by many groups and biologists and to support 

the role that grasslands play in our community.  for example: 

http://www.kamloops.ca/kamplan/pdfs/reading/09-

LacDuboisEcologicalAssessment.pdf” 

31. “Manage water levels so that water doesn't get too low in summer months” 

32. “Carsharing can reduce reliance on individual vehicles & therefore reduce emissions” 

33. “Riverfronts -- lots of erosion on banks, D.T., Valleyview, dallas -- what is currently 

being done?” 

34. “Our riverfront (Riverside Park) is great! Something to be proud of. Let's maintain it 

and keep it natural: 

35. “Protect Peterson Creek watershed” 

36. “Promote more use of solar energy in all new construction” 

37. “Continue promoting opportunities to get all ages - especially kids - recreating 

outside, and enjoying outdoors events. Time outside is key to learning about and 

enjoying the outdoors” 

38. “Educate children & teens -- provide opportunities (more) for outdoor engagement, 

education & enjoyment” 

39. “Protect Peter Creek watershed and naturalize the Peterson Creek area” 

40. “No Ajax mine!!” 

41. “Protect environmentally sensitive areas -- very narrow. Would like to see "Protect & 

enhance our naturals, parks, and open spaces."” 

42. “Climate change -- reduce greenhouse gas emissions -- too narrow. Less hardscape 

& more garden area & greenspace in developments so water runoff is less” 

43. “GHG targets and policies should be included in waste management plan” 

44. “Kamloops become a Bee City -- Toronto just announced in May they are a Bee City. 

Kamloops can be one too!!" 

45. “Develop River access in the Dallas and Valleyview area” 

46. “Commit to better management of the Cities Riparian areas -- invasive control -- 

reintroduce native plants -- work to reduce erosion along river banks” 

 

http://www.kamloops.ca/kamplan/pdfs/reading/09-LacDuboisEcologicalAssessment.pdf
http://www.kamloops.ca/kamplan/pdfs/reading/09-LacDuboisEcologicalAssessment.pdf
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Cumulative public comments received from Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “What are existing 'neighbourhood centers'? More development in further 

neighbourhoods is also to some degree ie) Rayleigh, Dallas, Juniper” 

2. “Be imaginative and flexible with how land could be used, as opposed to how it is 

used i.e. relaxing zoning, readapting old shopping centers” 

3. “Do more traffic calming, road narrowing to slow traffic in neighbourhoods” 

4. “Grey water recovery - we are a semi-desert” 

5. “Green waste recovery” 

6. “Overpass of CP Rail yard from Red Bridge to Lansdowne” 

7. “Better transit + roads” 

8. “Urban Development boundary” 

9. “City is lacking a commercial recycling program. (eg: Staples commercial complex. 

Staff (at Starbucks) identified no recycling on site because City won't pick up)” 

10. “I was part of the water-meter pilot program. Bills went down drastically! Meters 

“were installed for everyone, all of a sudden there's a minimum charge. What is the 

point of having meters if you're just going to charge you want anyway!?!” 

11. "Jobs Per Acre" 

12. "Tax Revenue Per Acre" 

13. “Parkade built at old KDN building” 

14. “Full public washrooms (showers etc) -- focus homeless but for all” 

15. “Love the recycling pick up. Would like bi-monthly green waste pick-up - happy to 

pay for it” 

16. “Encourage new development to use alternative power -- solar. Also "living/green" 

roof (plant/garden on roof to reduce energy costs)” 

17. “I was part of the water-meter pilot program. Bills went down drastically! Meters 

were installed for everyone, all of a sudden there's a minimum charge. What is the 

point of having meters if you're just going to charge you want anyway!?!” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“More focus on volume of buses & having better 

bus service frequency will shift people to using 

buses” 

Very Likely: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Text just describes the problem, not 

presenting a solution” 

Not Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“We don't want more roads” Not Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“If you widen a road, you move the congestions 

farther out” 

Not Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“If you build a road, vehicles will fill it” Not Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“If you want more density you want people not 

to use cars, avoid congestion” 

Not Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“Some neighbourhoods have only 1 road in/out” Very Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“We rely too heavily on just a few routes across 

the rivers” 

Very Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“We need a good road network, however you're 

travelling” 

Very Likely: Goal 3, Road Network 

“Seniors have varied degrees of mobility and 

need to avail themselves of all recreation, 

services & choice of residence” 

Unknown rating: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Too vague & goodwilling” Unlikely: Goal 1, Integrated 

Transportation and Land Use 

“Encourage higher tolerance for congestion.  

We spend a lot of $ to fix a 15 min problem” 

Unknown rating: Goal 3, Road Network 

“More accessibility & mobility challenged; moms 

with strollers, bikes” 

Unknown rating: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Great if this can be achieved.  Will required 

improved service” 

Likely: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Need real time information on bus location to 

improve perception of reliability” 

Likely: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Education on how transit benefits everyone” Unknown rating: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Increasing costs may be prohibitive for low 

income” 

Neutral: Goal 4, Public Transit 

“Need raised/separate bike lanes.  Paint lines 

aren't enough” 

Unknown rating: Goal 5, Active 

Transportation 

“Bike lanes need to be part of the larger 

network; bike lanes just stop” 

Unknown rating: Goal 5, Active 

Transportation 

 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

1. “Small buses” 

2. “Better development of walkway benches, shade appealing” 

3. “Multi-use pathways: scooters, skateboarders, skaters” 
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4. “Safe options for scooters, skaters, wheelchairs & skateboarders” 

5. “More transit hub options” 

6. “Missing wheelchairs, scooters, skateboarders.  [Wheelchairs & scooters] very 

important for seniors” 

7. “Driver education- people don't feel safe to bike; pedestrian crossing not that safe” 

8. “Funding?” 

9. “If we are expanding road network & downtown parking, is counter to a number of 

the goals and policies (eg. Transit, active transportation)” 

10. “Bike paths only on flat lands.  Better road planning” 

11. “Do initiatives to encourage walking, transit, cycling have to be company-led? Why 

can't the city take the lead? i.e. think "BIG"” 

12. “Need to bring passenger rail service back. People are travelling from interior for 

medical treatment and lack of options to get to appointments” 

13. “6th & Seymour pedestrian crossing lights on both sides” 

14. “Full stop @ pedestrian crossing” 

15. “Need need need more bike paths & vehicle driver awareness & acceptance of 

bicycles on the road! Drivers are mean” 

16. “Slow down bus transit drivers. Pedestrians have right away. Stop running reds and 

yellows” 

17. “Add Stairways & review handicap access” 

18. “Timer on 7th to Thompson Hotel. Too long. Full lights. 4 way stop @ intersection” 

19. “Get rid of the Singh Street bridge & 6th Avenue extension from TMP & OCP -- too 

expensive and retrogressive approach to transport issues” 

20. “More frequent & reliable transit to Aberdeen” 

21. “Improve (create) sidewalks in Downtown core” 

22. “Longer service (not necessarily more runs) i.e. to 2am -- drunk driving reduction -- 

more usage -- less emissions” 

23. “Promote & develop more trail connectivity for bikes & foot traffic -- away from 

vehicle fumes” 

24. “Make regular buses like Handi-Transit with all the seats from the step at the back 

fold up so more strollers, scooters, etc can get on” 

25. “Many residents do not have cars so buses should run 365 days a year. A playground 

zone should be placed on Franklin Road before Centennial Park due to cars speeding” 

26. “Better sidewalks 4th & 5th Ave” 

27. “Enhance experience for cyclists, and peds” 

28. “Please take the bridge bylaw off of Singh St.” 

29. “Too many one-way streets downtown! There are two merges that need to be looked 

at: 1) coming from Halston to bridge to Westsyde Rd, 2) Battle St to Hwy 1” 

30. “Get rid of all stop signs!  Instead, establish a "courtesy" code for vehicles & 

pedestrians.  As a number of towns & small cities have found in the U.K. most did 

not try.  But those that did were surprised that everybody slowed down, eye contact 

became the rule & accidents of all kinds dropped dramatically!  Find these videos on 

Utube.  You'll be amazed!  We should set up a trial area & publicize it well” 

31. “Bus bike racks don't hold enough bikes & some bikes don't fit” 

32. “Biking/Bus-only lanes & routes” 
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33. “HOV, bus lanes & EV” 

34. “Safe, separated bike lanes” 

35. “More density in the flat parts of the City → biking” 

36. “Satellite parking areas served by enhanced bus service” 

37. “Raise costs of parking so people will take the bus” 

38. “Stop building roads too steep for biking → moving sidewalks” 

39. “Lower bus fare” 

40. “Fewer parking spaces” 

41. “Allow congestion, it it's harder to drive you'd use alt trans & shop where you live” 

42. “Have free transit days or fare free transit” 

43. “Buses need to run every 15-20 minutes” 

44. “Sidewalks (new & old) need sidewalk cuts (on/off access) to make them accessible” 

45. “Separate bike lanes” 

46. “Don't build more roads” 

47. “Make bike/walking priority when designing roads- in all neighbourhoods” 

48. “Require developers to plan for walking/biking connectivity” 

49. “Upgrade technology on transit- real time info where buses are located” 

50. “Increase safety on public transit” 

51. “City support to start carsharing operations in DT, NS & Sahali, limits personal 

vehicle use & bridges transit, walking & cycling” 

52. “Ensure facilities are accessible for all. Build great facilities (eg. Tournament Capital 

Ranch) and individuals without cars cannot access -- Ensure connectivity” 

53. “Need more bike/car separate lanes” 

54. “Rework upass to incentivize businesses such as TRU to use it more” 

55. “North Shore many scooters on streets -- seniors, more than uptown on the flat 

needs little battery power (NORTH SHORE)” 

56. “Start Bus Route 13 before people need to be at work” 

57. “Gondola system from Mac Island to TRU -- connecting two tournament centres 

together and increasing access to TRU from north shore” 

58. “More multi-modal sidewalks! (For walking, biking, etc.)” 

59. “Bike lift system to make it easier to get up the Sahali/Aberdeen hills” 

60. “Improved/increased pedestrian corridors or short cuts from cul-de-sac to road, etc 

(e.g. Gibraltar Crt to McGill)” 

61. “Improve parking - wider streets” 

62. “Smaller buses running more frequently and more reliably sticking to schedules” 

63. “Reduce size of bus when there isn't too many people. Adjust bus schedule which 

can work better to community” 

64. “Sidewalk connectivity review & more bike/multi use trails added” 

65. “Engage Cycle Hop to get that rent-a-bike system other towns like Toronto has! It 

would be great!” 

66. “Better transportation network especially N to S & E-W on S. Side” 

67. “Need less costly transit-buses for seniors” 

68. “Expand Cycling routes, connect rivers trail between Brock and Schubert through 

Overlander Bridge area” 

69. “Extend hours to outside communities ie) Dallas, Barnhartvale, Rayleigh” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“Consider all income levels.  Low income earners have acces to 

grants.  How can young middle-class get into the market that 

meets their needs & is a safe neighbourhood” 

Likely: Goal 1, Housing 

Supply & Affordability 

“Good start by identify the location, but the tools to accomplish 

this have not been clearly identified or the problems need to be 

overcome” 

Unlikely: Goal 2, 

Housing Diversity 

“The word inclusive is not being used fully; need to be inclusive 

to accommodate a variety of socio-econ needs not just a 

housing type (eg. m/f, s/f res)” 

Unlikely: Goal 2, 

Housing Diversity 

“Inclusive with each neighbourhood but doesn't address whole 

community” 

Neutral: Goal 2, 

Housing Diversity 

“Need to clarify what is meant by "specific needs".  I am 

unclear on what needs you are trying to meet so don't really 

know what you are trying to achieve--poorly written” 

Not at all Likely: Goal 3, 

Housing for Persons 

with Specific Needs 

“A good start but again fails to identify root causes/problems 

and clear tools/analytics of the current problem and the needed 

outcome” 

Unlikely: Goal 3, 

Housing for Persons 

with Specific Needs 

“Should be written as a policy but you have specific actions eg: 

"act as local adminstrator" - need to be high level- no certainty 

that the action is what is needed at this point in developing 

high level policy.  What about all the great 

Youth/Homelessness work already underway?” 

Not at all Likely: Goal 4, 

Homelessness 

“Bandaid approach that is not addressing systemic problems at 

the root.  Greater emphasis between #1 [Housing Supply & 

Affordability] and #4 [Homelessness] to have real meaningful 

inputs as well as with economic considerations and health” 

Not at all Likely: Goal 4, 

Homelessness 

“The policy is good, but it's not happening.  This value should 

be integrated into all goals/policies” 

Likley: Goal 3, Housing 

for Persons with Specific 

Needs 

“Direction needs to be updated” Neutral: Goal 4, 

Homelessness 

 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “Affordability aspect- actions indentified facilitate benefits to land developer which 

may or may not translate into affordable housing” 

2. “Vision & Values are quite vague- not easy to relate them back to the goals” 

3. “Not enough detail to know how affordability will be maintained” 

4. “Need encouragement to keep an economically diverse group downtown- encourage 

affluent & low-income to share same space.  Don't end up with Ghetto downtown” 

5. “Safe & affordable don't always go hand-in-hand” 
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6. “Goal titles are on track by the policy directives need to be reviewed” 

7. “Deliverability?” 

8. “Zoning regulations too restrictive” 

9. “Inclusionary zoning, 20-30% of new units as affordable; design principle” 

10. “Site and zone housing developments to minimize exposure to environmental 

hazards eg: mining, resource industry, industrial, etc” 

11. “Allow people to grandfather "illegal" suites at some point” 

12. “A complete neighbourhood includes an elementary school children can walk to” 

13. “Needs of growing seniors' population needs to be considered” 

14. “Within walking distance of Downtown a townhouse complex without stairs for 

Seniors” 

15. “Housing options should be spread evenly through/across community” 

16. “Health & Safety from gang activity for the suffering, homeless/addicted” 

17. “Provide more direction for a variety of housing types- ie what do you mean by 

expanding multi-family as affordable housing types. Eg: micro suites, carriage 

houses, secondary suites, etc.” 

18. “Partnering with social agencies to better i.d. needs & how to manage the strategy” 

19. “Not use 'encourage' in policy directives” 

20. “Land acquired from property tax sales could go towards affordable housing (money 

or property)/ community organizations could be given the opportunity to use these 

sites” 

21. “Change 'secondary support' to 'primary support'” 

22. “Stop the raiding and destroying of occupied homeless camps” 

23. “City needs stronger policy language (not just "encourage")” 

24. “Neighbourhood engagement with new developments to fit in & identify barriers.  

Mid-rise building or gentler forms of density (eg. Duplexes, triplexes, laneway 

houses)” 

25. “Using incentives to refurbish existing buildings” 

26. “Progressive property tax system (structure) to encourage increases in density, sub-

dividing to multi-family properties” 

27. “Prioritize housing for key segments: homeless, elderly, low-income groups, people 

with disabilities, and integrate throughout policies” 

28. “Don't just centralize low-income housing -- spread across several areas of city” 

29. “Need more low-income housing, but actually affordable. It needs to be a nice 

option, and something that people take pride in and take care of. Maybe incorporate 

options of rent-to-own” 

30. “Instead of "supporting," actively take the lead on affordable housing” 

31. “Yes the North Shore has the flat property -- the gate way a must” 

32. “Create zoning to convert old motels to housing (they already are)” 

33. “Find ways to get fire code compliance for "illegal" secondary suites to increase 

safety” 

34. “More Housing for low-income” 

35. “Work with the development community to ensure new houses that are constructed 

match the incomes in Kamloops” 
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36. “Create solid "bunker" style home/shelter for homeless that don't go to existing 

shelters. Also make washrooms bunker style. Have washrooms open all year round 

for all 24 hrs” 

37. “Tend to homeless with innovative ways made of container homes - make it 

desirable instead of expensive” 

38. “Make zoning and code information more available to the general public. Rezoning 

process and permits to be more efficient” 

39. “Look at new alternatives for multi-family housing on lots. Ex -- carriage homes, tiny 

homes, etc” 

40. “I don't support incentives for market housing” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“Diverse transportation options from north to downtown” General Comment 

“Growth in regions balance with access to facilities, shopping, 

recreation” 

General Comment 

“Spread out services.  All areas/neighbours should have "hub" 

areas with coffee shop, grocery & recreational activity.  

Everything is too condensed & creates transportation issues & 

financial concerns” 

General Comment 

“Preservation of tot lots and small neighbourhood parks/green 

spaces” 

General Comment 

“Geography challenges” General Comment 

“Trail system safe & well lit” General Comment 

“Equitable green space with features for variety of age groups 

for each neighbourhood” 

General Comment 

“Policy on min. standard for green space, etc” General Comment 

“Equity in neighbourhoods” General Comment 

“Everyone should be able to walk to a store- milk, coffee, 

shop/pub” 

General Comment 

“Ensure parks and trails are accessible to everyone near where 

they live.  Railroad tracks in downtown reduce familes ability to 

access park.  Ensure access to services for everyone with 

limited need to travel for food and other daily needs (walkable 

neighbourhoods).  Traffic control measures on some streets to 

control speed of vehicles” 

General Comment 

“Kamloops has amazing facilities and fields, some of the best in 

BC and we are so proud of the commitment and investment 

our City has made to those” 

General Comment 

“We have always found the City to be very receptive to our 

feedback and recommendations when providing recreational 

opportunities and programs for children 0-6.  We think you are 

doing a great job!  Of course there could always be more but 

the work being done works for many.  Continue to work 

towards more opportunities for families "on the fringe"; and 

continue to be a part of community groups, and user groups.” 

General Comment 

 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “Enhance and maintain water/river access through Thompson rivers” 

2. “Need community hall for youth programs, dances, family, bingo, senior programs, 

concession, coffee shop” 

3. “Strengthen cycling/pedestrian links and separate from vehicle traffic” 
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4. “Equity in terms of access to parks, green space, maintenance, connectivty between 

regions of the City and neighbourhoods.  Investment in spaces for everyone” 

5. “Balancing investment” 

6. “Something available in each neighbourhood that is accessible for all & the hubs of 

larger facilities” 

7. “Within reason, a similar amount of attention and funds need to be put towards the 

peripheral amenities that connect people from their homes to schools, work and 

greenspace.  (eg: smaller fields that serve neighbourhoods; pathways and 

recreational green space; continue to maintain the amazing amenties that currently 

exist)” 

8. “Natural landscape of Kamloops is beautiful. Make movies & highlight what we have 

to offer. This will provide jobs also” 

9. “Rabbit Island tap to North Shore, access by wheelchair, scooters, etc” 

10. “Perhaps increase the DCCs that go to parks? Get Kinder Morgan to build a trail?” 

11. “Need to further enhance/protect water river access outside downtown core” 

12. “Develop the existing lake beach/boat launch by the airport & run a bus to it” 

13. “Washrooms open 24/7 all year” 

14. “Safe, clear walking paths in all areas of the city. Not just parts” 

15. “Need more parks green spaces as City grows” 

16. “Please maintain existing write of ways for walking links between neighbourhoods & 

core” 

17. “West Highlands Parks suggest water park for children near park entrance (north 

side of new paved walking trail) in winter convert to outdoor skating with fire pit. 

Reference similar feature in Calgary SE neighbourhoods” 

18. “Restore usable access to East Highlands Park trails from surrounding development” 

19. “More outdoor gym equipment in parks & green spaces eg Pioneer or Riverside” 

20. “Food truck culture!! Like Seattle & Vancouver!” 

21. “Food trucks in parks” 

22. “Enhance river access and boating access” 

23. “Bridge access across North Thompson River” 

24. “Rec signage re: Westsyde pool” 

25. “Goal should be for recreational equity between all neighbourhoods of Kamloops so 

each area of town has a minimum standard of access to parks, tot lots, recreational 

facilities.  Maintenance should be the same level across the City” 

26. “Why don't you put a bicicle or walkway bridge over the old those old pilon in the 

river” 

27. “Deep Lake access- bathrooms, parking either Ida Lane or Serle Rd” 

28. “Provide "greenways"” 

29. “Enhance Westsyde Pool; more community centre” 

30. “Establish/enhance access to Lac du Bois Grassland Park” 

31. “Purchase farm; create jobs; create education centre” 

32. “Sign @ waterpark (no bicycles)” 

33. “Boat launch access in Centennial Park and at airport old seaplane access” 

34. “Need bridge over the North Thompson River to connect to rec- Wesysyde with 

Tournament Capital Ranch” 
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35. “Connect Bank Road bike path (paint lines and keep on one side of the road)” 

36. “Work to provide walkable recreational opportunities within all neighbourhoods” 

37. “Relook at having a North Shore aquatic centre” 

38. “Continue to keep walking paths & biking paths updated & maintained” 

39. “Conversations between City and user groups etc to be open” 

40. “Continue to invest in our beautiful parks and facilities” 

41. “Consideration with planning communities sidewalks.  (Walking to schools/parks/etc, 

not safe)” 

42. “Ensure developers include sidewalk space (on same side); commercial space (coffee 

shop)” 

43. “Developers need to have policies to work within eg. Develop space that will include 

sidewalk access to get around neighbourhoods safely (can bike, skate board around 

safely)” 

44. “Bridge from Rayleigh to Westsyde” 

45. “Another connection (bridge?) from North Shore to Sahali” 

46. “The geography of Kamloops reprsents a great challenge for families to safely go up 

and down the hills on food or bike to and from home, work, etc.  Continue to work 

towards creative solution for families to access amenities without their vehicles; 

continous pathways would help; more recreational opportunities within their 

neighbourhood would help alleviate some travel concerns, especially in the spring 

and summer” 

47. “Need to address public water access outside of D.T. i.e. Dallas -- public beach is 

blocked/obscured by private lots” 

48. “Need to promote further Tournament Capital concept -- all types… Chess, ping 

pong, mini iron man. Need to be creative” 

49. “Provide security to park trail systems to help young people & women feel safer while 

using trails” 

50. “Plan footpaths & access before development permits issued” 

51. “Better speed controls at MacArthur Island Park” 

52. “Better signage & interpretation in parks” 

53. “We have a great park system -- keep it up! Trail maps for Kenna & Peterson suck! 

Signage also poor” 

54. “More green spaces, with easy to access seating areas (picnic tables, beaches, etc) 

in core downtown areas and downtown parks” 

55. “Too many breaks in Rivers Trail” 

56. “I love seeing the Kamloops residents using our Parks - keep on keeping them 

beautiful” 

57. “City needs to provide easier access to recreation facilities for low income families 

who do not have cars to drive to current recreation facilities or the money to go to 

the current facilities” 

58. “Need more parks to play in and enjoy green spaces” 

59. “Arenas should have skate rentals. Surrey has had rentals for at least 40 years” 

60. “City needs to be more progressive & open …? To other/alternative cultural uses” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“Diverse but green!” Neutral: Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Except polluting industries” Neutral: Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Promote clean ec. Dev, not dirty industry; 

support high tech/education” 

Neutral: Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Clean industry” Likely: Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Partner with TRU” Likely: Goal 2, Competitive Business 

Environments 

“Clean businesses & industry will foster 

economic growth” 

Likely: Goal 2, Competitive Business 

Environments 

“Go Tournament Capital!” Very Likely: Goal 2, Competive 

Business Environments 

“Except industry” Neutral: Goal 3, Strategic Partnerships 

“Partnerships are important” Likely: Goal 3, Strategic Partnerships 

“Again, explore partnerships with TRU for 

entreprenuerism & support for business 

research etc.” 

Likely: Goal 3, Strategic Partnerships 

“Much needed/ improve transportation” Very Likely: Goal 4, Airport Lands 

“Pollution on neighbourhoods needs to be 

considered” 

Very Likely: Goal 4, Airport Lands 

“We would like to be a part of developing more 

diverse economy” 

Likely; Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Makerspace can help new or existing 

businesses with research & development” 

Likely; Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Central community centers such as 

makerspace can provide open access to 

resources to develop ideas” 

Likely; Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Urban densification will support development 

of diverse and novel businesses” 

Likely; Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Should include partnership with non-profit 

communities” 

Likely; Goal 1, Community Economic 

Development 

“Work with non-profits such as Kamloops 

Innovation & Kamloops Makerspace to support 

entrepreneurism” 

Unknown rating; Goal 2, Competitive 

Business Environment 

“Make it easier for businesses to start” Unknown rating; Goal 2, Competitive 

Business Environment 

“Either land use scenario is going to support 

mutual economic benefit of the region” 

Unknown rating; Goal 3, Strategic 

Partnership 

“More hotels on North Shore or near airport 

would better support this goal” 

Unknown rating; Goal 4, Airport Lands 

“Growth & promoting the airport will support 

goals & vision” 

Unknown rating; Goal 4, Airport Lands 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “Southwest sector mentioned in the topic description but not in the goals” 

2. “No goals for complete neighbourhoods- Missing?” 

3. “Clarification of industry- any new industry that may affect our air quality/water 

quality does not fit with our goals for healthy living/healthy neighbourhoods” 

4. “No going backwards in terms of diversified economy; no new development can take 

away from how far we've come in having a diversified economy” 

5. “Policy direction on protecting neighbourhoods from economic development” 

6. “The handout does not support entrepreneurship” 

7. “Should have more focus on creating a center(s) for startup business incubation” 

8. “Development of a central technology park” 

9. “No mention of natural resources.  Improved corridor at Airport” 

10. “We need to build on vacant lots on the flat to accommodate people (not up town)” 

11. “More hotels & a new shopping mall -- without the foreigners ownership” 

12. “Box stores come to Kamloops but to North Shore” 

13. “Need to support young minds and new technology ie: set up 3d printing/new 

businesses (TRU grads)” 

14. “More effort to revitalize Sahali Mall area. Downtown & N.S. seems to be doing well” 

15. “Where are the Iron Mask Lands Address Industrial?” 

16. “How can a neighbourhood be complete without an english speaking elementary 

school” 

17. “Secondary in …? Mom & Pop stores. Hardware store right downtown. Have 

Walmarts, Ronas, Home Depo.  Have hop …?  #2 i.e. the old fields store was the 

only affordable cloth option downtown. Have Walmart put in” 

18. “Diversify tourism development in all areas” 

19. “Encourage development of software & medical industries -- less dependent on 

natural resources” 

20. “Partner more with TRU for creative opportunities to increase economic development 

opportunities” 

21. “Study what works in other cities” 

22. “Develop more hotels near airport” 

23. “Develop more community centers & shared spaces in downtown” 

24. “Reduce time & resource requirement to do business development; reduce permit 

burden” 

25. “Develop a central technology park” 

26. “Make sure enough industrial land is available” 

27. “Don't allow housing beside industrial lands” 

28. “Labour force shortages identified by Venture Kamloops need to be addressed” 

29. “Include TRU in list for strategic partnerships” 

30. “We must find out who owns the land because there's been surprise claims” 
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31. “Promote green energy growth & a more environmental economy -- supporting large 

& small ventures & businesses” 

32. “Promote pipelines” 

33. “Promote mining development for jobs in resources” 

34. “Expanding education (eg: Fine art school Emily Carr), expanding artist space. 

Stuart Wood school site” 

35. “More tourists promote Uji Japan relationship” 

36. “Need a new progressive leftwing Mayor!! :)” 

37. “Need to see more developed areas, airport lands” 

38. “No Ajax mine!” 
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Cumulative public comments received from Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “Agree concentration of public art would be preferred” 

2. “Also more variety of artists included as many done by same person/same style” 

3. “I prefer concentrating public art in downtown & tranquille market rather than 

scattered across city” 

4. “Common sense should do it” 

5. “Luminocity Part II” 

6. “Go back and give us a decent theatre” 

7. “Need the Performing Arts Centre” 

8. “Increased preservation of heritage and historical buildings & HOUSES!!!” 

9. “Arts Center -- downtown @ KDN building!” 

10. “North Shore the first gate way in historical -- can't forget now -- build on it on the 

flat” 

11. “Protect our own heritage buildings” 

12. “Not clear who defines heritage status? If it is voluntary (by owner) to get status, 

what are incentives?” 

13. “Maybe move the Museum to Stuart Wood??” 

14. “Daily News building renovate into Performing Arts -- affordable option” 

15. “Council should Act, not React!” 

16. “We need a decent performing arts center!” 

17. “More Museum tours, maybe museum move to Stuart Wood” 

18. “Better support for the Kamloops City Museum and Art Gallery -- more funding” 

19. “To happen with support -- more consultation needed” 

20. “Create districts (heritage, cultural, etc). Have clear design standards for each 

district. We can choose what Kamloops will look like” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet activity: 

“Rate how likely each goal/policy direction is to make the Vision and Values a reality.” 

Comment  Associated rating 

“Child friendly cities are often friendly for all” n/a 

“More active participation within committee 

groups.  What is your role?” 

unknown rating: Goal 1, Social 

Planning 

“Social plans look great, but follow through is 

lacking” 

n/a 

“Urban village in neighbourhoods” n/a 

“Food sustainability, food production, 

processing” 

n/a 

“Access to all family changing areas (dad's)” unknown rating: Goal 2, Social Equality 

and Social Inclusion 

“Change tables in all washrooms; places to 

breastfeed at parks” 

unknown rating: Goal 2, Social Equality 

and Social Inclusion 

“Adequate lighting for playground & green 

space & community centres” 

unknown rating: Goal 2, Social Equality 

and Social Inclusion 

“Have paths & sidewalks accessible for strollers, 

wagons, bikes, wheelchairs & walkers”  

unknown rating: Goal 2, Social Equality 

and Social Inclusion 

“Family changerooms, public breastfeeding” unknown rating: Goal 2, Social Equality 

and Social Inclusion 

“Ensure pathways allow enough space for 

mobility devices & strollers” 

unknown rating: Goal 2, Social Equality 

and Social Inclusion 

“Policies that support agri-tourism, local food” unknown rating: Goal 3, Food Security 

“Tax breaks to coffee shops or food vendors 

that want to open business in outlying areas” 

unknown rating: Goal 3, Food Security 

“City-wide compost pick-up” unknown rating: Goal 3, Food Security 

“Community gardens in multi-family 

developments” 

unknown rating: Goal 3, Food Security 

“Continue to ear mark space for community 

gardens” 

unknown rating: Goal 3, Food Security 

“Open air market: year-round market, 

peripheral co-op farm/garden market” 

unknown rating: Goal 3, Food Security 

“More rec programs that are really popular like 

swimming” 

unknown rating: Goal 4, Health and 

Wellness 

“Create more program advertising- find new 

ways to make families aware of recreation & 

wellness programs.  Eg, many families do not 

know about the ARCH program or the Activity 

Guide.  Create more cost effective programs - 

implement more programs of popular programs 

(eg, swimming lessons)” 

unknown rating: Goal 4, Health and 

Wellness 

“More awareness of programs that support 

ARCH” 

unknown rating: Goal 4, Health and 

Wellness 

“Transportation” unknown rating: Goal 4, Health and 

Wellness 
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“Accessibility for all to have access to programs 

(registration)” 

unknown rating: Goal 4, Health and 

Wellness 

“Civic engagement continues to be low, but City 

does a good job” 

unknown rating: Goal 5, Public 

Engagement 

“The language of collaboration often indicates 

unpaid roles and dependence on volunteers.  

**Discussion notes: It will be important to 

create a food policy-specific position with the 

City of Kamloops.  Because food security cuts 

across almost every topic in the OCP, it would 

be beneficial for a city staff member to focus 

specifically on overseeing the implementation of 

urban and commercial agriculture measures 

through each of the OCP topics.  This 

recommendation is also articulated in the FUAP 

on page 46.” 

Unlikley: Goal 1, Social Planning 

“Language is too vague with no concrete 

commitment” 

Not at all likely: Goal 1, Social Planning 

“**Important: Our group had overwhelming 

support for the fact that Goal #3 [Food 

Security] will help make the OCP visions and 

values a reality.  However, we had different 

opinions about the effectiveness of the 

articulation of the goal and policy directions, 

which explains why we have such wide range of 

dot placement on the worksheet” 

n/a: Goal 3, Food Security 

“Food security is not solely about production, as 

indicated in the goal statement” 

Unlikley: Goal 3, Food Security 

“The term "food security" is out of date and not 

as comprehensive as the term "food 

sovereignty." 

n/a: Goal 3, Food Security 

“The language of the goal itself is vague and 

doesn't mention concrete commitments; 

however, we are happy to see that it points to 

implementing the Food and Urban Agriculture 

Plan (2015), which does offer some level of 

commitment to implementation, and the 

Agriculture Area Plan (2013).” 

Not at all Likely & Neutral: Goal 3, Food 

Security 

“We recommend that policy directions consider 

the essential role that food security plays in 

allowing citizens to live healthy and active 

lifestyles: "there are significant links between 

food insecurity and health outcomes…(Ontario 

Healthy Communities Coalition, 2006)." 

n/a: Goal 4, Health and Wellness 

“Access to community gardens and/or other 

forms of community agriculture must be 

included as an amenity by city planners” 

Unlikely: Goal 4, Health and Wellness 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “Goal #3 [Food Security] need to read "Food Security and Sovereignty" 

2. “Since food security and soverignty are not limited to 'local and urban food 

production' as indicated in the current goal description, we recommend the goal 

statement be "Strengthen the community food system to ensure access to nutritious 

food for all residents"” 

3. “Social Plan reviewed” 

4. “[Goal 1: Social Planning] Links with community upfront, "bottom up"” 

5. “[Goal 2: Social Equality and Social Inclusion] 2 separate policy directions. 

Infrastructure & culture- promote social inclusion…” 

6. “[Goal 4: Health & Wellness] Policy direction, "participation" mean accessible?  Add 

accessible” 

7. “[Goal 5: Public Engagement] Add "Community consultation" to engagement 

principles” 

8. “[Goal 5: Public Engagement] Add "and foster a participatory culture"” 

9. “[Goal 3: Food Security] Policy direction, remove "endeavours"” 

10. “[Goal 2: Social Equality and Social Inclusion] Policy direction states -"to all people".  

Remove "of all ages and abilities"” 

11. “I've come and gone many times, but keep coming back to Kamloops -- People here 

are generous and the support of TteS is amazing” 

12. “Have Kamloops designated "100,000" plus population so we get free CBC TV to air” 

13. “Kamloops Curling Club on Victoria St. has no special permit or right to violate City 

noise bylaw but for years they have ignored RCMP & City bylaw direction. They have 

disturbing music til 2am regularly” 

14. “Enable residents to find their healthy & beneficial niche in society i.e. M.H. 

homeless” 

15. “URBAN chicken & crops allowed more/at all” 

16. “URBAN farming!” 

17. “Continue to provide opportunities for the public to engage.  Communicate as much 

as possible about what is happening” 

18. “Structure or space that is dedicated to honouring our children. Ie: art wall, flower 

bed etc.” 

19. “Open air market to replace train station in core” 

20. “Clear roles, intentions and transparent abilities of City staff” 

21. “Continue to increase promotion and education to all citizens about programs” 

22. “Support accessing programs via transportation subsidies for families” 

23. “Continue to support diverse food solutions to support access to local fresh food 

production” 

24. “Kamloops needs urban agriculture- local produce, meat etc.  Keep in mind when 

developing along prime space (river) or ag. Land” 
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25. “More transportation support for on-reserve families to access community services 

and resources” 

26. “Health campaigns each month: ARCH program; try a new activity” 

27. “Need to re-look at Performing Arts Centre” 

28. “City is well-represented at community tables.  Maintain a presence and 

communicate clearly the abilities and goals of the City's involvement; share the 

recognition with the community groups and members who are at the center of the 

work” 

29. “The Social Plan is an amazing document but there are not enough resources to see 

things through to action.  Provide realistic expectations for partners” 

30. “[Goal 2- Social Equality and Social Inclusion:] Accessibility is key.  Space for 

breastfeeding at public recreational places; change tables in ALL bathrooms; 

sidewalks and paths to be stroller, wheelchair accessible (provide guidance to private 

businesses for this too); equipment in parks that works for children with disabilities 

and in mobility devices, etc.” 

31. “[Goal 3- Food Security:] We appreciate the commitment of the city in this area so 

far.  More opportunities for community gardens; open air markets; City-wide 

compost pick up; garden space in multi-family developments; policies that support 

more agriculture and innovative ways to support local growers and farmers; local 

processing options” 

32. “[Goal 4- Health and Wellness:] More, more, more!  Access to supportive programs 

like ARCH; What if there was a program like this for families who need 

transportation? Help with bus fare etc. to enable them to get to activities etc.” 

33. “[Goal 5- Public Engagement:] Continue to promote public engagement.  Advertise 

more when opportunities for public consultation exist; encourage third-party 

mediation for City run open-houses so that the public can build more trust that their 

voices are heard and opinions are considered” 

34. “Create implementation strategies to include actions, timelines, funding and 

partners” 

35. “Strengthen the commitment of the City of Kamloops to fully resource the 

implementation of the Agricultural Area Plan and the Food and Urban Agriculture 

Plan” 

36. “Recent experience with the city social planning grant process leads us to 

recommend a redesigning of the scope of social planning programs and also the 

process for social planning grants submission” 

37. “Incentivize vacant landowners to use or allow use of their land for farming” 

38. “To see a strong commitment in the OCP to implementation of both the AAP and the 

FUAP by including the following policies in the new OCP: 1. That an advisory 

committee be established to advise on implementation priorities, implementation 

opportunities, and to review implementation reporting of both the AAp and the FUAP; 

2. That a report on implementation of the both the AAP and the FUAP be 

incorporated into the annual reporting of the Sustainable Kamloops Plan; 3. That a 

resource be dedicated to carrying the work of the FUAP and APP forward in order to: 

Provide a central point of accountability; Coordinate both departmental and 

community action; Continue to build community capacity with respect to commercial 
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agriculture, urban agriculture and food security; and Ensure continued progress 

toward implementation of the action items within the plans” 

39. “I will hazard a guess as to an important topic.  We need to find ways to offset the 

barrage of threats to neighbourhoods: loss of junior schools, increasing road traffic, 

noise, loss of public encounter places (corner stores, post offices and so on), the 

creeping conversion of otherwise fin, if old, single family dwellings into offices, the 

myriad of things that discourage walking and neighbourly encounters, high fences, 

aggressive dogs and on it goes” 

40. “[Goal 1: Social Planning] Council supports an update of Social Plan after the review” 

41. “[Goal 2: Social Equality and Social Inclusion] Affordable transit options for low 

income so they can participate in stated policy directions actions” 

42. “[Goal 5: Public Engagement] Council to utilize city committees more effectively for 

consultation. "social implications lens"” 

43. “Food security - need to provide ways for new farmers to obtain education, training 

& LAND within city” 

44. “A healthy neighbourhood has an elementary school children can walk to” 

45. “Keep neighbourhood facilities in neighbourhoods!” 

46. “Make the old "Target" store into an agricultural hub & use the parking lot for "Park 

+ Ride"” 

47. “Research other cities in & out of Canada” 

48. “Expand planning to North Shore & extended areas, not just downtown” 

49. “Make sure the North Shore residents have easy access to decisions that affect 

them. They weren't able to provide input for MacDonald Pool closure” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet and 

Roadshow display board questions: 

“What is missing from this topic area?” and “What actions can the City take to make these 

policy directions happens?” 

 

1. “New hospital is not accessible from street. If there is an elevator, I hope it is open 

24/7. Needs to be accessible for all” 

2. “Go back to only specific emergency agencies respond. IE now 3 show up -- RCMP, 

Ambulance, Fire -- have only the one(s) needed” 

3. “Police and ambulance response times to improve for Westsyde. A police officer 

should be stationed out there on weekend evenings” 

4. “Riverside Park -- more foot patrol, cleaner, health and safety” 

5. “The Health and Safety topic (#10) needs to include a goal statement and policy 

direction that relates to the local food system's important relationship to health” 

6. “Common sense all we need” 

7. “Common sense” 

8. “Look at cumulative effect of air pollutants and make enforceable limits” 

9. “Centralized facilities cause too much driving!” 

10. “Have all Fire stations staffed 24-7 i.e.) Dallas Hall Fire seems only there 1 

day/week” 
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Cumulative neighbourhood association comments received from OCPizza Night 

“Your Neighbourhood” activity*: 

 

*Note: Only neighbourhood associations were asked to complete this activity. A map of the 

specific neighbourhood area for each of the five participating neighbourhood associations 

was included in the respective OCPizza Boxes, along with the other OCPizza Night public 

input materials. Three questions were asked: 

 

1) How do you define your neighbourhood? 

a. Write down key words or phrases that come to mind on sticky notes. 

b. Share with the group and discuss. 

c. Write the top 4 to 6 of key words or phrases that describe your neighbourhood 

somewhere on the map. 

2) Where is the “heart” of your neighbourhood? 

a. Discuss as a group and try to come to a consensus. 

b. Place a dot directly on the map where the heart of your neighbourhood is located. 

If consensus hasn’t been achieved, place multiple dots and note the # of people in 

support of each location. 

3) What area do you consider to be your neighbourhood? 

a. Discuss as a group. 

b. Draw a circle directly on the map around your general neighbourhood area. 

 

Verbatim responses for each of the five participating neighbourhood associations are below: 

 

Aberdeen Neighbourhood Association 

 

“How do you define your neighbourhood?” 

 

1. “Big” 2. “Heartbroken: losing sleep & desolate 

because of mine proposal” 

3. “Hilly” 4. “Stressful (anxiety provoking re: 

mine)” 

5. “Steep” 6. “(Upper) middle class” 

7. “Beautiful; close to nature (bird 

calls)” 

8. “Stable, not transient (not 

geographically)” 

9. “Nature oriented” 10. “Friendly” 

11. “Clean” 12. “Forward-thinking” 

13. “Green” 14. “Need corner convenience stores” 

15. “Friendly” 16. “Caring” 

17. “No services” 18. “Saturated (ground water)” 

19. “Concern” 20. “Friendly” 

21. “Too dependent on cars” 22. “Quiet” 

23. “Lack of amenities & programs in 

walking/biking distance” 

24. “Need connecting walking trails” 
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25. “Safe” 26. “Robustness” 

27. “Coming together (ANA)” 28. “Safe” 

29. “Quiet” 30. “Not commercial” 

31. “Togetherness” 32. “Quiet” 

33. “Safe” 34. “Walkable (trails)” 

35. “Quiet” 36. “Neglected by transit (poor 

service)” 

37. “Walkable” 38. “Quiet” 

39. “Accessible for walking/exercise”  

 

 

“Where is the heart of your neighbourhood?” and “What area do you consider to be your 

neighbourhood?” 
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Batchelor Heights Community Association 

 

 “How do you define your neighbourhood?” 

 

1. “Quiet” 2. “Walkable” 

3. “Friendly” 4. “Close to nature” 

5. “Well-maintained” 6. “Central to City (quick access)” 

 

“Where is the heart of your neighbourhood?” and “What area do you consider to be your 

neighbourhood?” 
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Downtown Neighbourhood Association 

 

“How do you define your neighbourhood?” 

 

1. “Diverse-ish” 2. “House” 

3. “Independent- Scale 2 prsns” 4. “Varried” 

5. “Too many big dogs on small lots” 6. “Walks” 

7. “Walking” 8. “Walkable” 

9. “Bike-rider; sort of friendly” 10. “Cycling” 

11. “Outdoors” 12. “Accessable” 

13. “Amenities” 14. “Services” 

15. “Entertainment” 16. “Services” 

17. “Community” 18. “Increasingly connected 

(community)” 19. “Community Connection: parks, 

events/gatherings, familiar faces” 

20. “Green spaces (parks)” 

21. “Food” 22. “Safe” 

23. “Safe-ish” 24. “Fun” 

25. “Neighbours” 26. “Friendships with neighbours” 

27. “Work”  

 

“Where is the heart of your neighbourhood?” and “What area do you consider to be your 

neighbourhood?” 
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Sagebrush Neighbourhood Association 

 

“How do you define your neighbourhood?” 

 

1. “Friendly” 2. “Close to town” 

3. “Safe” 4. “Beautiful” 

5. “Friendly” 6. “Beautiful” 

7. “Banana Belt” 8. “East of Peterson Creek, North of 

Hwy 1, South of Columbia, include 

Peterson Creek” 

9. “Encourage walking & biking & 

leaving the car at home” 

10. “Neighbourhood: safe, friendly, 

established” 

11. “All” 12. “Community active; close knit; 

supportive, socially, environmentally 

conscious” 

13. “Peaceful, mature” 14. “Little turnover of residents” 

15. “Safe, friendly, forward thinking in 

Sagebrush community group 

initiatives” 

16. “Friendly” 

17. “Natural areas” 18. “Pedestrian centric” 

19. “Established” 20. “Peaceful” 

21. “Bombarded by busses; transport 

up school children from other parts 

of the City” 

 

 

“Where is the heart of your neighbourhood?” and “What area do you consider to be your 

neighbourhood?” 

 

Note: Sagebrush Neighbourhood Association did not identify their neighbourhood 

boundaries on a map.  They noted: “Heart – It is the people not a place” 

 

Westsyde Community Development Society 

 

“How do you define your neighbourhood?” 

 

1. “Kids can walk to school - Very 

important!” 

2. “Sense of living in the country” 

3. “Friendly; small town feel; personal 

service; know everyone” 

4. “Westsyde is a community within a 

community” 

5. “Less winter” 6. “Flat, no hills” 

7. “Small town feel” 8. “Has a pool” 
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9. “Access to hunting & fishing 

(wilderness) and small town feel” 

10. “A walking mecca for trails, 

sidwalks, roads” 

11. “Small community” 12. “Flat area” 

13. “More sun” 14. “Less rain” 

15. “No pulpmill smell” 16. “Flat” 

17. “Nice weather” 18. “Sense of community” 

19. “The best side” 20. “No pulp mill smell” 

21. “Access to river, hills” 22. “Small community feel” 

23. “Shared experiences between 

residents” 

24. “No railroad” 

25. “Has a swimming pool!” 26. “Proximity to wilderness (trails)” 

“Where is the heart of your neighbourhood?” and “What area do you consider to be your 

neighbourhood?” 
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Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet question 

asking for additional feedback: 

 

1. “Great pizza & idea” 

2. “Most policies aligned or were slanted towards BIG scenario” 

3. “Most participants didn't engage in 1st phase, therefore felt they didn't provide input 

into policy, vision or values-or it was too late to propose changes” 

4. “Were just validating proposed content/policies” 

5. “However, most dialogue would focus in on the "how" or implementation rather than 

alternative policies” 

6. “So many topic areas, would have liked more input opportunities” 

7. “Sustainable only if Ajax not developed and the Mineral Tenure Act humanized (page 

3)” 

8. “Pineview & Batchelor & Juniper all have poor access, exits for emergency's if there is 

a jammed intersection (page 3)” 

9. “If we were progressing, "no" would have been said to KGHM (page 3)” 

10. “One person who thinks the materials are "boiler plate, textbook"” 

11. “Could there be recognition of groups that participated in the final OCP?” 

12. “Growth to 2038 Map--The dots for major neighbourhood centre and minor 

neighbourhood centre need to be more evident.  They are hard to see” 

13. “Colour markers-for maps” 

14. “[Re: confusing materials] The questions and the scale rating did not make clear 

sense.  Too many varied interpretations; the group felt the way the questions were 

asked that they were forced to answer in a certain way, rather than give open 

feedback” 

15. “[Re: materials just ok/useful] Language of text-simplify” 

16. “Our working focus is to make Kamloops the best possible place to raise a family and 

our discussions are always through that lens” 

17. “From evidence based research we are also aware that when cities are fit for 

children…they are usually fit for all!” 

18. “[Re: materials just ok] scale is confusing; the questions with the scale rating could 

be interpreted in too many ways” 

19. “[RE: material confusing] Too many words that don't really mean much” 

20. “Why are we still using stickers (when we throw away as much as we use). The 

backing is not recyclable” 

21. “[Re: materials, just ok] 1. Very limited number of options esp Land use- 2 options! 

And one of them is totally out; 2. Obviously too set in stone to incorporate & modify 

current plan, "late in the game"; 3. You must show this is not just a token venture or 

we will be demoralized” 

Cumulative public comments received from OCPizza Night worksheet question: 

“Would you recommend [this activity] to others?” 

 

1. “Others think useful exercise-would host”   

2. “Builds community”      
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3. “The questions would have to be much clearer on what the answers are supposed to 

relate to”  

4. “Only if the questions were more precise in their asking”  

5. “The group focused well.  The conversations stayed on track.  People showed a 

genuine concern for KAMPLAN & their community.  I found the mood & tone very 

positive & creative”  

6. “Need to try.  Don't know if it will be heard”       

7. “To be part of community and sharing ideas is a great thing.”   

8. “Much better than event at Farmer's Market.  Much better than individual input”  

 




